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DEALT HARD BLOW
The Tobacco Trust Bested
in an English Court
LOSES SEVERAL MIL-
LIONS IN DAMAGES.1
Because of Double Dealing Dealers
Rout American Monopoly in Groan
Legal Battle.
DECISION AFFECTS ALL
• AMERICAN CONCERNS.
London, Dec. 3.--American trusts
of every description have just re-
ceived a severe blow in England.
The derision given n the court of ap-
peal in the litigation brought against
Ogdens, limited, the great tobacco
firm, by rebid tobacconists will have
a far-reaahing influence on every
American industry which attempts- to
establish a namonsoly in England. Re-
tail toboocooists are jubilant over
their greet victory. They. will be
able to compel the trust started in
England by Mr. Doke to disgorge the
beat part of $7„aoo,00ci, and besides
this the trust will have to pay an ad-
ditional $3,5oo,000—a total of Pis
econco.
The legal fight has been one of the
most gigantic battles of the law
courts though the proceedings lave
as yet attracted little pubtic attention.
The next step in this htigation, how-
ever, when the east-tieing of damages
goes before a British jury, will un-
doubtedly be the one topic of coo-
versapon among smokers an over the
world. The man who hos conducted
the fight on behalf of the as000
tobacconists organized to oppose the
Duke combine is Henry Jerrold Na-
than, chairman of the Ogden' bonus
association L.k. Nathn
Formed Company for Litigation.
"Our orgenizatios--ehe OgIens
bonus association—is the milly
pany ever fopoed for the empress pur-
pose of litigation. We have won,
bands down, and all the private deal-
ers in England are rejoicing over our
defeating a trust with $a6s000,aoo at
is.tork—I mean the American to-
bacco trust.
"When Mr. Duke castes to England
four years ago, as the representative
of the trust„ he bought out Ogdens
by offering the Eaglisisitabacoo com-
pany $1,000,000 a year for four years
and the whole of the net profits. At
the same time be obtained 'agree-
ments from 1,soo tobecconitts that
they would not deal with any other
concern. When he had all these
agreements, be disposed of the good
*ill of Odgens, which, of course,
carried the signature of the tobaccote
ists, to the imperial tobacco company,
foor $7,300,000. ale then sent a
to each of the tobacsonists.
a circular telling him he was
• longer in business, the cheek be-
ing the proportion of the $1,000a00
for the first year.
"This high-handed proceeding re-
sulted in my forming the Ogdens
bonus association for the purpose of
claiming the undisturbed bonus (as
agreed by Duke) of $3,soonoo, anil
also the four years' profits. We went
to ism over the matter and won.
Doke carried the miatiter upon appeal,
and every judge eonfinned the lower
court: in fact, the appeal, was con-
temptuously savnaiseed, with costs,
which are very heavy. The trait was
ordered to pay not only oimi
on the bonus proposition, but the full
airsotuit of the profits. he result is
that it has been decided we are fulby
entitled to the balance--43,500,000,
and also the best part of the £1,soo,-
000--7,son000---a:4 good will.
FakReathing Verdict.
"The action of the Aittlitrioan to-
bacco trust in this matter has affected
the standing of eiteey Antericas busi-
ness in England. Up to this time.
English businiess men have regarded
the trust as straightfoilhard business
enterprises aasilliotitelds
Mtge iRk deliberate at-
tempt of the tobacco trust to stand
from under its olakgationa haw made
business men fh :England distrustful
of American' integrity. It will take
English dealers a long time to re-
cover from tlds blow.
"We are sure of getting our money
from the treat, as it is all in this
country, and, they can not get out
of paying. Naturally, our association
it elated at the prospect of getting
nearly aat,000,000 out of the trust.
The last phase of the ease—unless it
is carried to the house of lords, and
there is tittle change of that—is the
asoessing of damages before' k Brit-
ish jury. Under the circumstances
-traitors its no reason to believe the jury
wip be any too lettknt.
'Our victory will not necessarily
reduce tile price of tobacco, at least
not just at present, though something
•
SELL OWLET! !SEVERELY BURNEDI-SUNDAY SCHOOL
TRUSTEES OF HESSIG ESTATE
WILL DO THIS AT ONCE.
Schwab Must Reply to Trustee's
Charge—Fisher's Stock .Ap
oraised at Sa,sao.
Trustee Cecil Reed, of the Dr, H
T. .Hessig bankruptcy case, yestes-
day said that he would immediately
arrange to re-seil lise distillery owned
by Heasig in Mechanicsburg, add
which plant was sold severed months
ago after the physician went inte
bankruptcy. Frank M. •Barnsrd
bought the distillery in, but has never
paid for same, therefore the matter
was not finally closed. He has been
given numerous extensions of time in
which to pay for the plant, but not
doing so, the trustees will now sell
it again, and rush business looking
towards closing up the Hesaig estate.
The trustees also announce t.beyewill
not accept the peopositioa made by
Dr. 'Hessig's mother wherein she
wants to buy up all dainties against
her son for thirty-five cent* on the
dollar.
Fisher's Valuation.
Appraisers yesterday filed in the
bankrupt cost before Referee E. W.
Bay, a report, showing they had
valued 'it ansao, the stock and fix-
tures of the Taylor 0.• Fisher cigar,
tobacco and billiard store. The out-
fit will be sold in piecemeal by
Trustee Boyd who is in charge, the
Oneorietor haying filed a petition in
bankrupts.).
Referee Leaves.
Last evening at 8 o'clock Referee
E. W. Bagby left for Hopkinsville,
Ky., where he was called on import-
ant business. He had the Mode
Schwab andrnieveral other bankrupt
Proceedings set for today, but ac-
count his unexpected call away, had
to postpobe thetn until he retions,
which will be the last of this week
sometime.
LABOR BURZ'AU.
Started in This City On Lower
Bcoalway by Several Parties.
Severe/ well frown gentlemen of
this city have organized themselves
into the "Paducah Labor Bureau., and
opened at tog Broedway, where they
Will ,sondtsct the hasinem of supply-
ing people with positions, and also
furnish contractors with teams,
wagons, men, etc.
THE EA4ES
WILL BE SETTLED TONIGHT
WHEN THEY WILL HAVE
MINSTRELS
Secret Order Holds Its Regular
Weekly Session Tomorrow Eve-
ning in :Nlew Quarters
The Fraternal Orckr of Eagles will
not know until this evening whether
they can get the Kentucky opera
home Christmas afternoon and even-
insefor the big minstrels the local se-
Fret order is to give. Klaw It Er-
langer, of the theatrical trust "that
furnishes attractions for the local
playhouse, have the privilege of furn-
ishing shows for the 'holidays, under
their contract. No troupe has been
booked as yet for Christmas Day
here, and Manager Roberts ins wired
Klaw & Erlanger to find out if they
want to book any show here for that
(tate. A reply is expected tonight
and if the theatrical people have tioth
ing for that day the Eagles will be
cootrapted widi to produce-their mint
trete.
Rehearsals are being 'held evert few
nights by those in the cast his. the
gymnasium buildieg of the old Y.
M. C. A. at Sixth and Broadway,
theism quarter, being etre ones leased
by the Eagles when the association
made ors assignment. Prof. Harry
Gilbert is director for the inseical
features, while there are about 75 al.
'together in the minstrel. The end
Men and all others will be the hest
amateur talent tfirts city affords and
that-means coneiderable.
Tomorrow night the lodge 'holds
its regu:ar meeting at the new gust-
ten and there are quite a nunther of
nesit members to be iaitiatert into the
organization.
YIT1
in this direction may result later on
We have broken the strength 4 of
the trestsial. Esioland.....The action of
this American combine hiss hurt other
American business enterprises very
setionely in this country."
MISS ALICE BALLOWE GOT
HER DP.ESS CAUGHT ON
FIRE.
•
Mr. Fred Hisey Took Wrong Dose
at Cairo and Was in Bad Shape
to: a While—Minor Mishaps.
Isaias Alice lhaliowe lies dangerous-
ly burned at the home of her brother,
Mr. Disk ita/lowe, farmer of the
Clark's river sectioa of the county.
It is soot believed the lady' c.en sur-
vive the injuries.
Miss Ballowe is about 40 years of
age, and ye..sterckty about 9 o'clock,
with her foot kicked beck into posi-
tion a piece of homing wood about
to topple from the open grate in the
bedroom of their 'home. While push-
ing the wood her dress caught fire
and compietely enveloped 'her form
quickly. Mrs. Dink Bailowe grabbed
a blanket and wrapped it around the
burning woman, threw her to the
floor and rolled her around, and then
Inethinff out got a bucket of water
which she threw over the burning
garment, that was extinguished. By
this time, though, the unfortunate
woman had been horribly burned and
the doctors do not think she will re-
cover, as it is believed she breathed
some of the flames into her lungs:
Mrs. Ballowe's little girt was painful-
ly burned also on taming in too close
contact with the burning dress of
her aunt.
Telephone reports from her bed-
'side early tbis morning stated she
was near death's door and that the
doctors did not think she would re-
cover.
Took Wrong Dose.
Word from Cairo is that Mr. Fred
Hisey Saturday by mistake took a
big dose of carbolic acid and corro-
sive sublimate, thinking he was drink
ing lime water that he was taking for
Ins health. The doctors brought him
around, but for a while he was in a
dangerous condition. He is the son
of Constable Phil Hisey, of this city.
Continue' Lingering.
Mr. George Rock was better yes-
terday compared to his condition on
iSunday, bat hie Meese
 gives no en-
couragement whatever and the phy-
sicians otate be may die at any mo-
ment and then night linger a month.
Minor Mishaps.
Dennis Loving, the colored express
man, drove a steel pick through his
hand while trying to open a buret of
salt, and the doctors fear blood poi-
soning.
Agent Pat Atkinson, of the I. C.
at Barlow, is suffering from a badly
sprained 'arm; ceased by injuring
same while unloading a ear of sugar
last Saturdty. He is the telegraph
operator formerly of hero and sore
helaw of Col. Bud Dale.
Machinist Sam Fleatehe who runs
a small shop at Clements and Mey-
ers street. had to have the thtril fin-
ger of his left fsaad amputated .on
account of getting same so badly
mangled in the cogs of the machine.
CONGRESS BEGAN MEW
SESSION YESTERDAY.
Today the Presieent's Message Will
Be Read and Referred.
Washington, Dec. 4.--Congress
convenes today at 'neon igitta the
usual fnalities. The session of the
two bcZes were brief. In the sen-
ate new meinkrs were sworn in and
the routige incident to .the first day
transacted, after which .an adjourn-
ment was taken oat of respect to the
menany of the late Senator Platt of
Connecticut.
In the 'House greater interest at-
tached to the proceedings because a
complete orgatthration was necessary.
This inducted the election of a
speaker and other officers, and the
driewing of seats by the members of
the House
Tuesday the president's, message
will be received and read and Whd-
rieetlay is likely to be devoted to the
introduction of bills. A short session
will he held' Thursday and the senate
will then adjourn until the lolleswing
non& y.
'Considerable water is carting out
of the Ohio. In the upper part of
the stream it is reaching a dangerous
stage, (but not a flood stage. In the
lower section the present otittook is
only for an overflow of the lowlands.
The shutting down of all the tele-
graph vrires in Russia is bringing all
manner of reports to burden the
wirrs from other points.
falling tree thrown clown by wind
alinisti.itesholished a Baptists church
in Calhonnet,' Ky.
• • ,
REV HOPKINS GOES TO BEN-
TON TOMORROW ,ON THIS
MISSION.
Christian Drummers Have Arranged
to Hold State Meeting Here—
Creu-cla Echoes.
Large congregations are attending
the Stiles of stereopticon lectures be-
ing liven at the Tenth street Chris-
tia by Rev. Robert M. Hop-
the state evangelist for the Ken-
t .trtbrietiart Sunday School Asso-
who has been here from Lou-
eases ileac Friday. The talks
110 entertaining and instructive
rtain to his Sunday school
work, which has as its object ad-
vancement of this work in the Chris-
tian churches over Kentucky.
Saturday night he gave a lecture
and Sunday afternoon held a confer-
ence with the teachers of the Sunday
school of trhe Tenth street Christian
church, at which time they piked
over and laid out plans looking to-
ward. betterment of the work. That
evening another lecture was given,
accompanied with stereopticon views
on "Ilgrim's Progress." Last night
another large crowd was out, while
this evening the last of the addresse•
will bt made.
Tomorrow Rev. Hopkins goes to
BentOn to remain several days con-
ducting his work, and then from
there be goes to Murray on a similar
mission of several days. From there
he goes back to his home in the
Faro City.
Christian Drummers.
Arrangements have been made to
hold here December 3otts and 3tst,
the wince' meeting of the Gideon*
of *mucky, it being the order of
Christian drummers. The noth
&air :ry and that evening a big
mee will be held. Sunday an art-
drese will be oelivered the drummers
at dile First Baptist church by Na-
tismolp President Charles if. Palmer,
• gbicago, while that evening a
ems meeting will be held at some
piste yet to be chosen. Just before
the •tate meeting here a one day's
will be held at Owensboro
anthi, Hindering, the A* and
Asaillik. AS% th. 11,004
se here a aye days' mewing Will
be sonducted at Hopkinsvele, and
then one at Bowling Green for that
length of Curie. Preparations for the
amnion here are being conducted by
Mr, Henry Lukens, one of the lead-
itpir oiambers of the state.
Niew Presiding Nader.
Presiding Elder J. W. Blackard,
D. D., of this district, made his first
appearance here Sunday before Padu-
cih congregations, preaching on
"Faith." In the rnornihg at the
Broadway Methodist charch and at
the evening hoot at the Trimble
street Methodist chard!). Overflow-
in congregations greeted him and he
most favorably burrowed them as
very learned, resourceful and euerget
iclaboter for the good clothe, his re-
marks being exceltent expositions of
e
iospel, and 'he told 414 atediences
it(.in4nute attntion throughout, there
by evidencing his magnetic ability
said strong personnel.
on
Missionary Worker. •
Miss Alice Waters made a fine talk
Senday evening at the Broadway
Methodist church regiarding mission-
ary work in China, where she has
been for thirteen years working un-
der the direction of the Methodist
churches. Her remark* were deep-
ly interesting and plainly showed the
great good done over there despite
the trying eircumstancee•undet which
it acornplished. She remained in
thl city this week to attend the meet
ingw. to be held each afterneoti by
thil missionary societies of Paducah.
ii conducting their "Week of
Great Wort.
Sunday Rev. Dr. Cates at the First
Baptist church took fourteen • new
members into the oongresration at
morning, ten in the afternoon and 7
at night, thereby eonelesively prov-
ing the vast good accomplished by
the strong revival, that will crintintie
throughout this week and probably
into next.
Given Life Sentence.
lamisvitle, Ky., Nov. 4.—Nick Gar-
rition, the wealthy land owner of Les-
de, county, was given a life sentence
in the 'Circuit court at illyden for the
istsmier of Felix Hoskins, his cousin,
In Leslie county' last summer. The
killing occurred at Garrison's home
and the only eye witnesses were
Garrison's mother and sister, who re-
fused to swear in his defense. After
the killing Garrison fled in woman's
elothes, but was finally arrested.
MINISTER DEAD
DR. J. N. HALL PASSED AWAY
AT FULTON YESTERDAY
MORNING.
Lawyer Everett Butler Died at Den-
ver Coe, see 1.4,'", r! eiroo"-:
After only a few days' illness with
paralysis there died yesterday thotra-
ing at 4:30 o'clock at Fulton, Rev.
J. N. Hall, D. D., one of the most
prominent Baptist ministers of the
present day. The divine was strick-
en while at Prescott, Ark, and Fri-
day his wife and daughter went doses
from Fulton after bins, he being
brought home, where he gradually
grew worse until death.
Dr. Hall was known far and wide,
being seventy rears of age-, Ind timid
ed in Missouri for a number of Years
publishing his paper, but six years
ago came back to Fulton, which has
been Iris home ever since. He was a
man of great force and impressed
any one on first sight as being pos-
sessed of great mental recourse and
acumen. He published the Baptist
Flag, a cknontinational paper scatter
ed tar and wide over the country.
His writings were something superior
and greatly enjoyed by all.
Besides his second wife he leaves
a daughter, Miss Ruth Hall, while
another daughter tried several years
ago, she being the first wife of Mr.
Mott Ayers, son of Mts. Lloyd Bos-
Well, of this city.
This morning from to o'clock un-
til 2 o'clock this atternoon the bony
lies in state at the First Baptist
chum.% of Fulton, wink at a o'clock
this atttrboon the funeral services
will be conducted by R. I. N.
Penic, M. E. Dodd and J. B•
Moody, the latter of Martin, Tenn.
Everett Butler Dead.
Word irons Smithland is that tele-
grams from Denver, Col., announce
the death of Attorney Everett Butler,
of Sunitidand. MAIO of consump-
tion at Denver, Where be had long
been for his health. He wee the
nominee of the democrats of Liv-
ingston county for the place of coun-
ty attorney, but ill health forced him
to resign the nornineestsip sad amide-
WAN& chasm- _ Mis. boo wilLin
brought to Livingston county and
buried.
°ilk! Expired.
Mary Bessie, the 18-months-old
daughter of White Cools of 8o6
South Sixteenth street, died of com-
plications and was buried yesterday
at the Mt Pleasant cemetery.
FIX UP SLATE
POLICE COMMISSIONERS WILL
ARRANGE THINGS THIS
WEEK.
Gasoline Fire Engine Demonstration
Will Be Given Next Friday at
,Joppa, Below Here.
liext Mionday evening is the time
for the police and fire commissioners
to hold their regular monthly meet-
ing, at which date it is about decided
they will name the new police force
for the ensuing twelve month's. Yes-
terday it was learned from a reliable
source that some evening this week
the commiesioners.,will hold a secret
caucus for the purpose of making up
theft" state of police officers from
chief down *to extra men, so that
when the regular meeting night
conies, all they wilt have to do is to
ratify their seketiogs made' at the
calicos. This is like they did' last
yease when, all cornimiseion-ers gath-
ered and etecidled on their men.
Great interest continues to he cen-
tered in the race for chief of the
police iorce, but as the commissioners
are secrete to e 'core ssing themselves
es to vefio the+ ere fir, it cannot. he
learned how ' they stand on the
proposition.
Ganoiine Fire-Engine.
A fire engine supply biome of
Chicago has, sold' a gasoline fire en-
gine to the city of Joppa, Ill., fifteen
miles' below on the Ohio river, and
next Friday a test will be made of
the engine, at which time Fire Chief
James Woods of the local depart-
ment, will go down to witness the
exhibition. The fire commissioners
of this city have been invited down,
as guests of the company selling the
apparatus, but it is not yet known
whether cir not they will go.
'A nice • heavy snow fell Sunday
night at Cosbin, Ky. ,
VOL 22, NO. 1(C,
COUNCIL MEETING
Interesting Session of Board
Held Last Evening
SANITARY OFFICERS
CZ. "2 0171a PAY liZOLL-
City Electrician Contisoasee-Dispoted
Legal Fee Paid--Gravea' Re-
quest to Be Considered.
FULL REPORT OF
VISE SESSION'S ACTIONS-
Every touncilmaa "wise present last-
evening When the meeting convened.
at 7:30 o'clock at the general as-
sembly chamber in she city hail, sod
the first question taken up was vatieth
ex the services of the city sanitary
inepectors should be discontinued,
they having been elected to serve un-
til the first of this mood], in making
people aroused town clean, up their
premises. Mayor Yeiser stilted that
tiezIth Officer Gravels thonght one
inspector should be continued the
year round, laut the council ordered,
the services of both disoentinced im-
mediately as there is no need for
them during cold weather.
The question of continuing the ser-
vices of City Electriciar. W. J. Gils-
dorf was brought up and referred to
the fire committee for report as to.
whether it was necessary to prolong
his services which is that of entarnin-
ing efectrical wiring entering all
buildings in town and eta that the
connections are properly Matte and
maintained, in order to .seduce to a
minimum fires starting from this
source. He was employed for six
months only, that 'length of time ex-
piring last Friday, but Fire Chief
James Wood believes the place
should be a permanent one, as much
good has been iffected toward, the
desired end. Giledinif was ordeoed to
continue at work yetil the fire com-
mittee made some recommendation.
He is an applicant for resproktment,
while Electrician W. H Force wants
the place also
. Mayor 'senor reported that tbe
ItMANACI MIX= 14bedrlit•
ve-rt the hospital basement into a
sick ward for colored people, and
that Fred kchiffman was the only
bidder in on time while another bid
came in after the appointed hour for
openlng the proposals. The belated
bid was lower than Schiffman, but as
it did not come iss on time Schiff-
man's lawyer has viotibed the direc-
tor. that if the wort was let to tbs.
contractor putting 'hi his bid after
the time limit expired that Sabi/1-
meg would enjoin the nainicipality,
because his figures were the lowest
in' on time. In order to avoid any
Utilisation the council ordered all bids
rejected, ae tffey *aye the power to
do, and instructed the hospital direc-
tor& to call for new proposals for the
work.
Now that the Charity club of the
city is preparing to commence its
winter's work of helping poor people
of the city, the council voted them
Poo per month, for five nu:Meths, coin
mencing the first of November, in
order to assist the good ladies, as
much as possible. Out of this mon-
ey the club is to help the poor usu-
ally asadsbed out of the city's pauper
fund.
'Hendrick, Miller &eellarhle put in
a bill of $350 for legal services ren-
dered the city when the street rail-
way company went into the courts
and tried to make the municipality
pay out of the public treasura for the
concrete foundation placed under
the tracks on South Third street
whe, that ohm-oriethfare was recon-
structed end improved with paving
,hrick. The city won the action,
through the able services of these law
yers, and ehe finance committee rec-
ommended that the attorneys be paid
only jeso, but as the lawyers served
notice that they would sue for the
full amout, the council allowed the
$350..
IMayor Yeiser notified the council
that he would this evening hold a
meeting of all the preseat city legis-
lative officials and those coming into
office the first of next year, for the
purpose of deciding on what changes
thty thought should he made to time
second class city charters, these de-
sired alterations to be put in bill
form and presented to the state legis
!attire next month at Frankfort for
adoption into laws. The mayor noti-
fied all the council to be on hand to-
night. -
Heshits Officer W. T. Graves re-
quested the board for an allowatce
of money on account of the long and
(Continued Ott page five.).
-
JURY EMPANELED
awriummemillmsasur 
APPENbICITIS
•f,
THE GRAND JURY BEGAN IN-
VESTIGATING CHARGES
BEFORE IT.
There Was Continued the Damage
'4 Suit of Allen Free Against The
-Afternoon 'Sun.
This morning Judge Reed will em-
panel the petit jury in the circuit
court where yesterday he convened
the criminal docket. Immediately on
this jury -being --sW'rerri-in they -ari
enter upon trial of the different in-
dictments before them. Yesterday
the judge swore in the grand jury
which is ti.inisit.)sed of the following;
J. H. Knight, J'. B. Harper, A. J.
N.( ipson, 
-Overstrtrer,--11:
Fulks, N. J. Hall, T. F. Gains, 0.
aliawell, B. F. WBrox, Hardin Crick,
H. E. Brookshire, and A. H. Hay-
beck. The body immedately repaired
to its room and commenced investi-
gating charges before thern prepara-
tory to retnrning indictments.
As there is no money in the jury
• fund to pay off the jtrrors. with,
Judge Reed ordered the county clerk
to pay $1,070 over to the load, out
of the state money in the clerk's
office.
CAPT- WILLIAM ACRUMBAUGH
OPERATED ON AT
WAGONER, I. T.
He Is the Well Known Newspaper-
man Formerly of This City, and
Will Probably Recover.
The many friends of Capt. VOthliam
Crumbaugh will regret to learn that
he -has appendicitis at Wagoner, In-
than Territory. Source for rejoiciang
one} in -TM-- connec—froil is t..1
he is better, and when last heard
from stood a good chance to recover.
Capt. Crurnbaugh is the widely
known newnpaperrnon formerly of
this city, and is now connected with
the -Wagoner ews, w ic states as
follows regarding his illness:
"Dr. Ruble, surgeon for the M., X.
& T. and Missouri Pacific railways,
reported to the News last evening
that, the operation performed upend
Capt E. Ne. Crumbaugh, the tele-
Wank editor of 'the News, for chronic
appendicitis was successfrel in every
respect and that he believers the cap-
tain will resume his duties at the•of-
fice a week earlier than had been ex-
pected.
"Dr. Ruble has expected assistance
from other towns as the prominence
of the patient justified taking every
precaution known to the science. :The
expected physicians failed to arrive
and Dr. Ray was conscripted. Dr.
Ray is a new physician to the aver-
age citizen, boning recently located
here, but Dr. Ruble recognizing his
'apparent 'ability made him a part of
the proceedings and went to the
trouble to come to the News office to
express his thaniles for • the
able services rendered by Dr. Ray.
"The News needs Capt. Crumhaugh
and his services, and asks the press
of the territory to join us in a prayer
for 'his, speedy recovery.
"Dr. Jobe was with Dr. Ruble in
the operation, and to him is due
mach credit for the success of the
operation.
"Captain Crarnbangh is an absolute
stAnger to the citizens of Wagoner,
but many of them have honored him
with a visit, for all of which they
have the thanks of the News.'
Appearance Day.
Yesterday was "appearance day"
for civil oases before the court and
a number of orders were made in
this respect.
A continuance was granted in the
suit of Nicholson against the Thinois
Central railroad, while the defendant
asked there be retrioved from state to
federal court the damage suits of
Carter vs. I. C. and Scott vs. T. C.
.An answer was filed by the de-
fendants in the suits the Harth broth-
ers grain company have against sev-
eral insurance companies for money
plaintiffs claim due from 'defendants
on policies the latter held on
plaintiffs grain stock that was de-
stroyed by fire some months ago at
Seventh and Norton streets.
A continuance was given in the
suit of James P. Holt against Ed J.
Pettit, wherein plaintiff claims sev-
eral hundred df.)Mars from defendant,
account a lien overhanging property
defendant sold plaintiff, Who had to
pay same off.
A continuance was given in the liti-
gation of Wickham against Gary.
A continuance was granted in the
damage nit Of Allen Free against the
Sun -Publishing company, Free k the
man who kept the body of his dead
Son aboard his houseboat over on the
other side of the river, and claims
The Afternoon Sun wrote an article
laying the father must be insane, and
that the boy's corpse was in discom-
posed and rottening condition. He
contends this is also false.
The defendant made a motion to
require plaintiff to rectify its petition,
and also give bond for probable cost
in the suit of The Interstate Life As-
surance society against Sheriff Lee
Potter.
There was continued the forfeiture
case against Sa arStory.
TRUSTEES COMING
MLR HARRY RHODES TALKED
TO METHODIST COLLEGE
PEOPLE.
Meeting to Be Held Shortly to Ascer-
tain Before the Holidays What
Has Been Done.
Mr. Barry C. Rhodes yesterday
stated that while in Louisville week
before last he was in conference with
several of the patties who are trustees
to the Mrs. Susan Sneed estate, out
of which the Mlethodist codeges will
be built by the Methodist conference
of Louisville, that body having been
left the entire estate by Mrs. Sneed.
During his conversations with the
trustees Mr. Miodks was informed
that the others would come to thi,
city juin as soon as the Paducahans
got up their site for the building, and
also completed what other induce-
for location here of that one of the
three cotleges, to be located in West-
ern Kentucky. The trustees will go
ever the site and see how that suits
them and then take under consider-
ation what additional' propositions
wil be made them by the local peo-
ple to canture the institution.
Nothing has beets done by the local
committie in charge of the question,
for over one month now, as Chair-
man Rhodes has been out of the city,
and the balance of the committeemen
awaited his return. 'He is preparing
to can a meeting shortly and see how
things are progressing, different parts
of the work having been assigned
sub-committees. He events to do
whatever possible before the Christ- Mr. Blow is one of the main owners
mat holidays come on, as dining thatiof the big cooperage works in Me-
time everybody will be too busnchanicsburg and he is also -here to
with the business rush in their awn see about the new heading depart-
stores, to look after much on the t ment beinwinstalled to take place of
.outside. that ckstroyed by fire several weer
COW SKINNING
WILL BUFORD, COLORED, DIS-
MISSED OF CHARGE
YESTERDAY.
There Went Over Again the Fratern-
ity Building Case That Testa
License Ordinance.
Yesterday morning in the police
court there was dismissed the case
charging Will Buaord, colored, with
stealing a cow of another man, kill-
ing the animal then skinning her and
selling the kik*. Hie escaped under
proof of an alibi.
'Will Flint was hekli to the circuit
court grand jury for knocking Ed
Evans in the head wilt an iron rod,
at the Stutz candy factory on Second
and Jefferson streets, last Friday
night, as a result of a quarrel they
had regarding sonic candy they were
inalcing at the time.
There was continued until today
the warrant charging L. M. Byers
with stealing a hicyle from Henry
Bougeno.
Walter Cox, white, was held to the
grand jury in $tso bond for shoot-
ing at Lee Berry, colored, one night
at HOUSt•T'S satoon on the North side
of town.. The breach of the peace
warrant against Berry was dismissed.
John Richardson was held to the
grand jury on the change of heifig a
vagrant.
.'Holland Young was fined $t and
costs for striking 'Bertran Payne in
the head with an iron wrench at
Fifth and Washington streets. Robb
are employed at 'Hannon's phrming
sKip.
•
There was continued until today
the case wherein the Fraternity build-
ing Owners are testing the municipal
ordiance prescribing that ceitain
license should be paid the city by
office rooms therein.
John Humphreys wan fined $1 and
costs for being drunk
MK BLOW HERE.
Is the Male Witness in the H. H.
Loving Killing Case.
Quarterly Court.
Judge Ligdefooe convened his quer
terly court yesterday morning and set
the eases for trial on the respective
dates intended. None Were heard
reareir
Vernon J. Blow, of Louisville, is
in the city on hairiness, and also to
attend the criminal session of circuit
coign He is a witness in the killing
charge against H. IL. Loving, who
shot H. A. Rose. Mr. Blow happened
to be in the office where the shoot-
ing started, but ran out
A hero is a man who met time psy-
chological moment and embraced it.
Even a baldl-lileatled man can be
hare-brained.
Look
in
the
Glass
YOUNG MID OLD
ape suureay urged to writs us at once for Free Advice.
aiellasint TM confidant, dasedbing all year troubles, stab.
25,
64la 
:11111 111111 mi..$ you vabable instructions and
Ode. meld vaispe.
Lydia' Aitriaaty Dept., The Chattanooga
Ce, Chattanooga, Is..
THE KENTUCKY
"MISTER BROWN" STORY
BOOKS TO BE PRESENTED
CHILDREN.
"The Geisha Girl" Troupe Went to
Pieces at Owensboro.—Elks'
Memorial Services Sunday.
Manager Thomas W. Roberts, of
The Kentucky, .annouiaces that all the
children coming to the playhouse be-
tween ii o'clock this morning and 1
o'clock this afternoon, will be pre-
iented with one of he handsome
Buster Brown story books that were
sent here by the "Riveter Brown"
theatrical troupe that plays here next
Monday. the books are very fine,
nicely bound and contain many b.au
tiled pictures and entertaining dlus-
trations. One will be given to each
child free of charge
Went to Pieces.
Word from OWCCISbOTO is that
"The Geisha Girl" went to pieces
there and the troupe members have
left for different points. The play was
to have been shown here last even-
ing, but Miss Laura Millard, the
prima donna took sick and they could
not play at Chirensboro Friday night.
The next day the troupe busted., F.
M. Norcross was manager, he being
the same man out last 'season with
Eva Tangasay, who let him go at
Cairo, and whom she sued in the
courts here for a settlement of his
interest in the troupe
Elks Memorial.
Sunday afternoon The Kentucky
was filled with many (hundred people,
attraceed by the annual memorial SCT
vice, of tho Elks' lodge of tine city.
The talk, were very fine, while some
oi the swstetest musk and singing
imaginable was rendered.
QUARRIES FLOODED
SUCTION PUMPS NOW EMPTY-
ING HOLES OF THE
WATER.
Superintendent Pat Haloora Returned
. There Yesterday and Will Re-
sume Plant Today.
Contractor Pat 'Halloran returned
yesterday morning to the stone quar-
ries of the Katterjohn Construction
company, at Cedar Bluff, tip the
Louisville division of "he Illinois Cen-
tral. The superintendent has been
here several days on business.
'Mr. Halloran expects to _resume
wo-gr" Tir-Wie- quarries jhT morning,
after a several days Lay'-off of the men
who could not labor on account of
the hard rain falls of last week fills
ing the big holes with water that
drove out the men. For the past day
or two, however, the •workneen have
bees operating the pumps removing
the natter out of the queries, and it
is believed they will have the big
holes and excavatiorrs emptied' so as
to resume this morning their work
of getting out stone.
'Mr. Katterjohn expects to go up
Cedar Bluff, if the condition of his
father-in-low, Mir. George Frick, will
.permit, the latter being in a very low
condition and the doctors cannot
tell how long he will last.
It is not prObatile that the Kattrr-
john quarry -will furnish rock' fbr the
new road bed work' to be diet* on
the Nashville division. of the Blitiols
Central. There are several quarries
right at Nashville and it would he less
trouble and expense to get the
crurdied stone front Ott= than it
would to make the tong haul from the
KatterjOhn works.
•etss sett son"C4 kniree
spew * agettinsa o; ape eaaan
Your Looks
are a very good, indication of the state of your general health. If you are
thin, dark under the eyes, complexion nrddy, tongue coated, and
older than you should, you are &wn the pery side
of ill health into a ditch of 
. Stop yoursclt In time.
Put on the brakes. Brace up your health forces with
WioNFE CAR1001
Woman's Best Friend
Cardui is a pure, harmless, medicinal, curative,
palatable, vegetable extract, which gently acts up-
on and heals inflamed female organs, relievg all
Pain and regulating disordered functions.
It is a safe =draftable cure, for all forms of k-
male trouble, puttfring and enrsehIng tainted blood,
and tooing up the soggy nava. It makes tick
wcaren wen. Try it.
At every Drug Store In $1.00 Bottles
"MT HUSBAND HAD
10= DOCTORS°
ernes Mrs. Dora Crenshaw cd
VIsstpoint, Oa., "to treat me, bat
they ctld me no good. Mar ay
berth chikl, ny womb caimans,
and L could hardly alt op. • Nbw
taislas.008 bottle of card id l be-
= wed. I an new calk
ot mac awl no MOM
Cared Wm ask
=like a min 11411111111k"
GIVEN HOURS
RICHARDSON WILL GET SIX
MONTHS IF HE DOES NOT
SKIP.
Snits Will Be Filed Today by Con-
tinental Insurance Company
Against Some Parties
Judge Lightfoot gave John Rich-
ardson hours in which to get out of
town, and ths accused skipped. Rich-
ardson had been arrested by the po-
lice on the charge of vagrancy, and
yesterday morning in the police
court was hold over to the grand
jury by Judge Sanders. In the after-
noon Judge Lightfoot took up the
case in order that Richardson could
have a speedy trial, and dismissed the
procree4ng sisith the u4ddretaricSng
that he leave town right away. tf
caught here again 'he will be given
six months in jail, so states the judge
Property Sold.
Property on the south side of Jack
son street has been sold by Master
Commissioner Cecil Reed to Jake
Biederman for Paco, and she deed
filed for record yesterday with the
county clerk.
Land lying on the Hinklieville road
out in the county hare been /sonata
for $3,36&75 from T. B. Ogden my
L. W. Clements.
J. A. Dan eft bought from S. B.
Caldwell for $525, property on Wash'
ington and Twenty-fourth streets.
John A. Williams sold to R. M.
Rudolph for $65o, Property on Ter-
race avenue.
Licensed to Marry.
The clerk issued a marriage license
to W. F. Booker, aged 24, of Bowl-
ing Green, Ky., and Essie A.
Thomas, aged le of this city.
A colored couple procuring a li-
cense was Henry alltcherson, aged
ea, and Wather Taylor, aged ag, of
this city.
Suits for Money Due.
Lawyers Oliver, Oliver & McGreg-
or will this morning file in the quer
terly court for the Continental In
%%Trance company, suits against thr
following pastiest for the respectiv.
SLIMS mentioned, they being due or
notes defendants executed plaintiff
G. W. Walker, $36; T. W. Warlord,
$22.4o: George J. Jones, $100; J. R
Nucleon, $28.8o; W. P. Albert, $2.1.
R. Price, $19.20; A. H. Ogilvie. $76.
Bruce Gillum, $76, and J. M. Pryor",
$98-40.
DASHES INTO CROWD OF MEN
New York, Dec. 2.—OCIC man kill-
ed, four dying and two others seri-
°way hunt, was the result of the dash
of a fast flying Western exprees
train through a construction crew on
the track of the Erie railroad in the
tunnel in Jersey City early this morn
ing. The men were struck without
warning, as they were working to
clear the track from a wreck that had
happened two hour, before. Stanis-
law Monester, of Jersey City, was
inked outright. John Botaski, Wm.
Dietree, Yincenno Kunciska and GOO.
Yarsisck were, it is said, mortally in-
jured
The men were working on the east
bound track of the Erie about sno
feet west of the tunnel's mouth.
Their hacks were toward the advanc-
ing train. The thins itself, known as
No. tan, the "Western Flyer," was
heavily laden and running behind
time. The stoat lights and tower
signals showed the track to he cleat,
and Rae entwine driver was going at
a high speed, when the train swept
around the curve upon the gang Of
laborers.
NATIONAL BUREAU TO
IDENTIFY CRIMINALS.
Watillington, D. C., Dec. 2.—The
hoard of governor, of the national
board of criminid identification will
Meet at police beadiptpitere in this
DGAR IT: /WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESIATE AGENCY
PADUCAH REAL ItrTAINIL WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM EAST
IIKIPITHLY PAYMENt LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. IIESTERN
lIZE1VTUOCY RIM...ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
r00 •* W. warrimasoas.. eftaw...b. a.
EXPERT ACCOUNTANT
For Auditing, Adjusting, Opening
or Closing Books. Shortest and
Simplest Methods. Apply. to
JOHN D. SMITH, JR
Expert Accountant, 118 Fraternity Bldg.
107 souTH FOURTH STREET
03. C. Gray, proprietor.
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FINE OLD WINES AND WHISKIES.
Everything seasonable in the eatable line served to order.
fine noonday lunch for s5 cern..
A
"ITS HIGH TIME"
For you to begin laying up something for
rainy days and the infirmities of old age.
Make regular deposits in this bank where
your money will be at worktfor you at compound in-
terest and grow into a sum that will surprise you.
MECHANICS
and FARMERS
SAVING
BANK,
'city next Wednesday for the purpose
of reaching a CAM' tOion in the mat
ter of asking congress to aid. Those
will participate in the delitiera-
biome are: Maj. Sylvester, amsperns-
NOW pg rokt is *is lit% win.
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Broadway,
Pinlrrton, Geicago; J. T. Jan-
'n, al- I e "okee ; Marshat Farnarn.
Baltimore; F. W. Hilt.. Chattanooga;
Thomas McQuaide, Pittsbikst: Paul
Cbmisoiti, sad W. H.
Fierce, Boston. ;. ; I
-
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"The Wonws Hater" Tonight.
"That odd fellow," Harry Beres-
ford, Who fairly bubbles over with
humorous fun, wiil big on in this
city in David D. Lloyd's delightful
comedy, "The Woman Hater" to-
night. la the development of the plot
Mr. Beresford brings to bear his
geeat personal magnetism, his play of
facial expression and his charm of
grinesetie manneriem that aid not a
little in the development of an ex-
cruciating {tunny plot accentuated by
an interesting counterplot. The play
will be staged and gowned arid cast
is a manner befitting a production of
this magnitude and we are promised
that no attentioo to detail will be
lacking that will in any way cause es
to mete a most delightful evening's
entertainment.
Funny Dixon and Fields.
"Hans and Nix," under the manage
meat of W tem aod Matthews with
Dixon and nide, the well known
German conkdians in the title roles,
will be presented here for the first
time at The Kentucky Thursday
night:
While the piece is built along the
lime of musical comedy, in some in-
stances its scow is said to rise to the
eternity of light opera. The pbay itself,
is reported to be highly entertaining
and diverting, and to sparkle with
musical and terpsichorean novelties.
As a vehicle for lie introduction of
Dixon turd Field's inimitable droller-
ies, it is apparently perfect. The sup
porting company is very meritorious
. Several unusually catchy airs are
spoken of as being prominent in the
musical score. "My Little Pansy,"
"My Cote Little Chinese Fellow,"
"If I Should" and "Beatrice Fair.
facts" have become some of the fam-
ous 'ditties oirthe day.
"Paul Jones."
In these dare when the majority of
theatre-goers want something really
funny, the comic opera "Pau) Jones'
which appears at The Kentucky on
Friday night, fills the hill. It has
caught the people all over the large
cities of the land and was a fixture
in, New York for over three years.
The scenic e#ects are first-ekes, the
costumes 'handsome. The singing and
dancing are of a high order. There
plenty of clean fun and a lot of
pretty girls with good voice, and nim
hie feet. Among the people of the
cast worthy of notice should be men-
tioned. Rose Cecilia Shay, who has
been tented by managers of this
company to give up her starring lour
in gvand, opera and become the star
of this attraction. Miss Shay easily
bears the distinction of bring the
most giltoefill. tsfined and fascinat-
ing young woman who ever donned
Inen'e apparel. The premittatiga will
he one of the most elabbidite4een in
this city.
Mica Shay is oupported by the fol-
lowing well known member's M the
operatic profession: Joseph Feeder-
s icks, J. P. McSweeney, Patrick Wal
"-Tace, Charles FIlwler, Ralph Allard.
Jack Martin, Will J. Rennie, Guelma
Baker, Marion Lunation, Maticht Na-
pier and a choru, of forty of the best
Kingers and •dancers ever seen off
Broadway.
"My Friend From Arkansas."
One of the greatest ,ettecesses of
the past dramatic season was Robert
'Sherman', production of the four act
comedy drama "My Friend from Ar-
kansas." It is again meeting with
the same success this season, for the
people who %witnessed, it hefrire' are
appreciating it better and discover-
ing new beauties in its presentation.
'This drama will live tot. lofty sp.a...
eons, for it is a clean, healthy play
and decidedly interesting. "My
Friend From Arkansas" is full of
hearts interest, rich in comedy and
poseeses strong dramatic scenes. It
tells a pretty and strong story in a
simple manner, and certainly those
who enjoy heart-reaching stories in
dramatic form cannot afford to miss
it. The above play will be seen at
the opera house Saturday next, mat-
inee and night.
"Bustin Brown's Picture Book.
Melville B. Raymond, who will
present the cartoon comedy "Buster
Brown" in this city et Kentucky
on Monday evening, Dec. 11th, says:
'There is possibly no boy or girl its
the Whole world who has not heard
of my great 'Buster Brown' sixteen
page, funny, illustrated picture book,
in four colors, suds a book as is tan-
'ally sold in stores for ten to tweaty-
five cents each, but instead of sailing
'them to anyone, he has with hie ac-
.custoined kindnew issued strict or-
i cier, to his advance representative,
the/ every boy or girl who will pre-
sent themselves st the box office be-
tween the hoer, of it a. m. and 2
p. m. shall have one free of charge
as long as the shipment sent to this
city holds out, and the rule -is, those
who get in line first will be the ones
to be served first Many a little one
I; sure to thank Mr. Raymond with
their whole heart and soot for thus
making them happy.
AGAIN -ATTACKS
BISHOP POTTER
Vicar Has New Liberal Move-
ment in Religion That Was
Successful.
Newl'ork, December 2.—Rev. R.
C. Fillingham, Vicar of Hexton, Eng-
land, who a year ago violently at-
tacked Bishop Bluer, returned' here
at night to expound a new cult,
which 'he calls "The new liberal
movement in religion," Ile says it
was a success in Georgia, and tomoe-
row night he will tell what it is at
a public meeting Which be has called
Dr. kiHingtam said last night that
he would take action against Bidhop
Potter 'before both the low courts
and the eclesiastical conlis, charging
him with receiving moneys wirier
false pretenses. Explaining this ac-
tion, the Viatv said:
"I have not given up my. fight
'gloat ritualism in our choral, not-
wit,Initanding the fact ihat I airs now
pibasulreating a new religious move-
ment to din away with dogma and
ritutlism. I want to see rittraiism
and will always work to that • end.
Now, it 'should be known thavyvery-
•thing in the Protestant EroPal
chore+ at his consecration t es an
oath to preserve the church along the
lines it was founded It was founded
a, a protest against this very thing
I am fighting, high chorchism, ritual-
ism, confeseicrnalt and the like.
Bishop Potter, I maintain, has violat-
ed this pledge, and by receiving
moneys under a false pretense."
FOR ANNUAL GRIDIRON
CONTEST AT PRINCTON.
(Wasehiregum, Dec. 2.—Prcsident
Roosevelt left Washington at R
o'clock this morning for Prinarm. N
J., ton witness the annual game of
football to be played on pcincton
Field this afternoon hehveten 'teams
representing the Naval and Military
academies.
In the presiden's immediate party
were Mks, Roosevelt, Miss Ethel
Rloosivedt, Secretary Ro9ki, Nis=
Root, litiatterd itootoSeeluttva-Lotb,
Capt. and Mrs. W. S. Cowles, Dr. P.
Mi. Rixey, Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Roobinvon and .Miss Corinne Robin-
son and Miss Isabelle Narver.
rnve trip is made in a special train
of seven cars via the Pennsylvania
railroad. Besides the private Car of
the president end hie party, there
were cars for Secretary of War Taft
arid a large party and for Assistanct
Secretary of the Navy Newberry and
party.
The trate consisted of a private
car for the president, four Pullman
cars, a dinning car anti a combination
car. Luncheon will be served on the
train. .1 ;
,Princeton will be reached about t
o'clock. Arriving there, the president
and Mts. Roosevelt and some of
thee' inwrsediate friends will be guests
of Dr. Dow Wilson, president of
Princeton college. The game will be-
at 2 00.tbOtk.
UNCLE SAM LOSING
POSTAGE MONEY.
Washington, D. C., Dec. 2—A prac
tire under which the government is
sdbjected to loss of money is called
attention to in an order which Third
Assistant Postmaster-General Madden
has issued to an postmaster's. The
order follows:
"Matter mailed at the second,
third and fourth-cla-se rate is often
made the vdhicie . for transmitting
other matter &Abject to a 'higher
postage rate. Postmasters must use
greater care to see that packages ac-
cepted for mailing are prepaid at the
rate to which the highest class of
matter enclosed is aubject. Post-
masters receiving packages for deliv
cry should take similar care to see
when the proper rate of postage has
not been prepaid, that CM legal rate
is collected before delivery."
%
As Communities Are Brought Into
OommanleatIon Its Value
Is Enhanced.
With the extension. furthermore, of
long-distance and toll services, the
value of the telephone is increasing
so fast that an accelerated growth is
safely predicted, says e. W. Coburn, in
Atlantic. The limit of the usefulness
of a small local eystem with no outside
connections is soon reached, the op
portunity readily to call up anybody
anywhere is the boon ultimately to be
bestowed on mankind by the telephone
engineer. As the various communities
of the North American continent are
brought into communication with one
another by the extension of a single
comprehensive, system, the worth of
the individual telephone is enhanced.
It is, of course, of greater consequence
to be able to talk to 50,000,000 people
than to only 500 people. Bell toll line
conversations, according to the latest
annual report of the American Tele
Phone & Telegraph company, amount-
ed in 1904 to 800,990 daily, an average
sight times greater than that of 11
years ago. The mileage of toll line
wire has increased from 215,687 Iri
1896 to 1,121,238 In 1906. In some cit-
ies, as in the cotton centers of the
southwest, the annual aggregate of
long-distance traffic greatly exceeds the
local traffic.
Scene—A crowded afternoon recep-
tion. Through the loud conversation
percolates ,at times the voice of a weak
amateur tenor. Mrs. Gerard (a young
widow) and Maj. Devenant (an old
nache) are seated together in a con-
servatory corner.
Mrs. Gerard—So you really have re
turned from Havana
Maj. Devenant—Philippines,
Mrs. Gerard—Oh, yes. Philippines,
of courae but they're Loth in CuLa. And
you never sent me a line all these years;
(sentimentally) hew many?
Maj. Devenant—Nearly four.
Mrs. Gerard (pensively)—It seems
like ten.
Maj. Devenant (brusguely)—Yes; we
both look a good bit older.
Mrs. Girard—I don't mean that, but
many things have happened since then.
Maj. Devenant (calmly)—They usual-
ly do.
Mrs. Gerard (piously)—My husband
is in Heaven.
Maj. Devcnant (curtly)—how do
you know?
Mrs. Gerard—Really, Dick, you're
still as funny as ever. He deserves
to be in Heaven after his life here.
Maj. Devenant—Was there so much
of the other place in his mundane ex-
istence?
Mrs. Gerard—There you go again.
Why haven't you been to see me?
Dear me, what a dreadful noise that
man is making! (To hoetess, who,
with a harassed smile is plunging
hither and thither trying to make the
afternoon a success) Dear Mrs. 1.4-
max, I was just telling Maj. Devenant
that you must have induced Caruso
to come this afternoon—not Caruso,
really?—well he has a rival (hostess
passes on with an unmeaning grin)
Horrid woman!—overcrowds her house
so that one has to sit on bedroom
emirs and always gives hot puncla
and cold tea—but, as I was saying,
why haven't you been to see me?
Maj. Devenant (grutilly)—You ought
to know.
Mrs. Gerard—I?
Maj. Devenant—Didn't you had me
to suppose you cared for me? And
didn't you throw me over for that old
fossil? (pause). I beg your pardon.
Mrs. Gerard (complacently)—Don't
mention it. He was a fossil.
Maj. Devenant- And a wealthy one
Mrs. Gerard—Yes: that made such
I difference (sighs). I used to call
you Boy then.
Maj. Devenant (suddenly)—Oh!
Mrs. Gerard—What's the matter?
Maj. Devenant—Nothing
Mrs. Gerard—And you used to call
me Cooehes. Dear old treys!
Maj. Devenant (sentimentally)—
Gone forever.
Mrs. Gerard (poetically)—Why for.
ever? We are both older and wiser
now. Let us be frtends just as of
yore?
Braille Library.
London's library for the blind now
containg 8,000 bulky volumea, most of
them measuring 14 inches by 11 inches.
An average volume in ordinary Wit
makes from 10 to 16 volumes in the
Braille system. The Bible occupied' 36
volumes. The library includes the most
famous English novels, histories and
biographies.
74714 ,;;Eitallaillailiatp.„
Maj. Devenant—It certild never be
the same (buries his face in his
bands).
Mrs. Gerard (waxing eloquent)—
Don't, Dick—don't. Boy (he makes an
Inarticulate sound). You know I al.
ways cared for you really, and there
are many happy years before us. My
heart has been aching for you—my
soul pining away in solitude.
Maj. Devil:Ant—It can never tet the
same.
Mrs. Gerard (enthualastically)—B
can, and it will. You will ha+, my
love, my devotion that have ft:wayi
been yours.
Maj. Devenant—Why don't you add
-and my money?"
Mrs. Gerard (dispassionately)—No
That would set you in the light of a
fortune hunter. Boy—Boy—yoie•have
made me very happy. "Love comet
triumphant at the,end" (with a vague
Idea she is quoting).
Maj. Devenant—But it can never be
the same.
Mrs. Gerard—Why do you keep on
saying that?
Maj. Gerard—There is a drawback.
Mrs. Gerard—A drawback?
Maj. Devenant—My wife. It's time
I went and looked after her—it's het
first appearance, and she doesn't knoe
many people. Ta-ta Score one to
Davy (exit).
Mrs. Gerard (breaking her fan In
two)—The cad! The brute!—Tow.
Topics.
—
Negroes with Irish Nr.mere
A rather curious explanation of the
Irish names among the negroes of
the West Indies does exist. Some
years ago a refuel with Irirh sailors
on board' put into a West Indian port
and a boatload of negroes came out
to meM. it. The sailors were amazed
to hear the negroes talking to each
other in the ancient Gaelic tongue
Where did they acquire the language'
The natural conjectere, of course, was
that the Irish language was taken to
the West Indies by the thotutands of
Irish men and Irish wojaen who were
banished to the West Indies by Crom-
well and sold as slaves to the plant
ens' there. These were sent chiefly
from Connaught, where Irish was the
language of the people at the time
That the exiles left their names and
language in the West India islands in
which they were settled is a probable
theory enoirgh.
Green Hand.
The following incident occurred in a
barber shop: A man who was getting
shaved suddenly uttered a loud oath
''Hang you!"- he exclaimed "You'll
cut my chin twice now. If you can't
shave better than this, every regulat
reetorner will leave you." But the
young barber pushed the maa's heart
tack on the velvet rest and Taer.hett
Oh, no." he said, "no fear of that I
I'm not allowed to shaVo resist eme
tomer' vat. I only ghats
And This:is What She Said:
While strolling down the street one day,
I passed a group that seemed quite gay.
Of merry, laughing girls;
And one girl cried: "Come help me choose
A pair of patent leather shoes—
Let's all f:o down to Rock's!
"I want my feet to be admired;
I want them never to be tired.
And there they fit me, girls.
It'. DOROTHIES they aell, you
•,. - • - -•  --- -----,
And that is why they please me so._
—
Let's all go down to ROCK'S."
We have the swellest
........._____„,
line
,
of shoes I
ever brought to Paducah. Come
take a look and satisfy yourself.
6[0.ROC1tSHO[CON
Se Hers of Shoes and Satisfaction
321 Broadway Paducah
_
Special Sale
=IP-
On Wall Paper.
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
MICR BEEN OFFERED TO THE FUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILING AND BORDIat TO MATCH
FOR THE srALL SUX OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN FLO-
RAL DESIGNS THAT OTHERS Altst SELLING AT 6 CENTS PER
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY t;ic PER SINGLE ROLL,
OR 3 CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL
DESIGNS. ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT sc, roe, rye, aoc
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES
TO SLIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INGRAINS
DESIGNS IN CORNICE AND—EVERY CONSIEVE.ABLE COL-
OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
COLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY LATEST DE-
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE
OF BDADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WIN-
DOW' III4ADES, CANVAS, TACKS,AND BULLD1NG AN DROOFING
PAPERS. .ALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES- AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
GIVE YOU THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
C 
C • 
iLEE
Corner 3rd& Kentucky Ave.
Undertakers
_
and Embalmers,
130 SOUTH THIRD ST, PADUCAH, KY
,
MA11111-9 'min & co.
USE KEVIL'S
, 
aristocrat
_,................„.,............
flour
_.......
! The Very Best Flour That Money
THE REGISTER
PUBLISHED BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO., DEPUTY SHERIFF LYDON
SOLD PROPERTY TO
(Incorporated) THE STATE.
At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
SHERIFF'S SALE IGENERAL MANAGER THErELEp
JAMES E. WILHELM, President There Were Only Four Pieces Bought
'eeFIN WILHELM, Treasurer. leg the Individuals Present
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secretary. at the Sale.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cah, Ky., as second-class mail matter.
One Yeer $5.00
Six Months  2.50
ehree Months  1.25
ane Week  .to
Anyone failing to receive this paper
cegulraly should report the matter te
The Register office at once Tele-
phone Cumberland 318.
Tuesday Morning Dec. 5, 1905.
The democrats are going to make
a fight for tariff revision ckiring the
present congress. This is the de-
clared intention upont the authority
Of Hon. Jahn Sharp Williams, the
critosen leader of the party, and should
set at rest any doubt as to the ques-
tion. Mr. Williams expects to have.
much assistance from the liberal or re-
ciprocity tariff republicans but while
there is little indication of success
in the fight it wilk be a formidable
one considering the republican ma-
jority.
The new .congress got to work
yesterday- at high noon. The senate
being a continuous bode; was soon
in order. The house had to in a
manner reorganized, and this "'was
done by the election of the caucus
nominees chosen by the republicans
Saturday night, with Representative
Oalinop for speaker, There is much
important business to come before
the body during its session, het it
we: be slow to develop itself.
'Senator Depew is said to be a
changed, man since the insurance in-
vestigation in New York caught him
In its meshes. He has ceased to wear
his former bland smile, won't talk
for pubhcation,, and even a serial] joke
causes him an effort. He is in a
shadow and he knows it, teAre the
changes so apparent that they have
caused comment. •
It is an exceptional day in Louis-
vie when a trein does not run down
and kilt a man, woman or child. It
is getting to be hard to tell which
is the worst death trap in the metro-
po:ist—the red light district or the
unprofectedi railways passing in so
many directions in and -out of the
place.
INSPECT THIRD
BOARD OF WORKS WILL DO
THAT THIS MORNING AT
to O'CLOCK.
Brick to Go Inside Street Car Tracks
On Kentucky Avenue Arrived
Yesterday.
Thi, morning at to o'clock the
board of public works will inspect
the reconoruction of Third street
from Kentucky avenue to Broad, and
then Broad from 'Third to Fourth,
preparatory to bringing in a report
at Thursday night's aldermanic ses-
siert, recommending the acceptance
of the work which waselont by Cell-
teactot- Thomas Bridges. The wore
eemprises the brickstteet all the way
'from the avenue to Fourth and
Broad, and then the concrete side-
walks from the avenue to Adams.
The property owners owning real es-
tate and bulIdings along the thorodigh
fore ere invited to accompany the
board of *oils on the tone of inspec-
tion. Immediately upon acceptance
of the work the cty will pay the con
cractor the balance dsebitn from the
fitiblic treasury for the work, while
the estimates or bills against the
abutting property owners will be
made out and given the contractor
for collection.
The brick to go between the street.
car tracks on leentucicy avenue be-
tweets Third *tie Fourth streets ar-
rived yesterday, but they cannot be
put down right away because the re-
ccet lost rains lay eft weter'stand-
•
C. M. BUDD TAKES THAT
PLACE FOR WEST KEN-
TUCKY COAL CO.
Deal Closed for Consolidation of the
Given, Clark Grocery With St. Season.
Louis Concern.
Yesterday Deputy Sheriff WEdiam Manager C. M. Budd, of the West
Lydon concloted at the door of the Kentucky Coal company, has ' r*"- Direction
county courthouse, the annual sale turned from an Eastern trip, and on
held by the sheriffs force, for purpose -coming back does. so as gettral man-
of selling the property of land own- ager for the entire interests of•this
ers who failed to pay tbeic county big company which maintains this
and state taxes for this year. Only ,place as headquarters, bet keeps
branches at elemphlee, Tenn., St.
Louie, Mo., and o ots. Here-
tofore. Mr. Budd
four pieces of property were sold. to
outsiders, while the balance of the
list was bought in by the sheriff for
the state, which now owns all the
property enumerating the delinquent
which has been smearing through
theseec' °hymns the past few weeks.
There were about 725 pieces of
property on the delineent list this
year, and atm:ailing to is advertise- 'Me. Gardner Gilbert, who hos been
inent, the deputy sheriff at the court- tbookk-eeper for the local office, has
house door, read -off "the names of been made manager of the Paducah
each owner, and location of the branch, while Captain W. H. Patter-
property, both andoutsicekthe son, ,f9enterly city Clerk for this
city. 'there were only the four outside town, has been made bookkeeper estd
buyers present, dhey being Theodore assume.: charge -of the hooks today.
.Courcier who bongh the Blandorf
property. in Mechanicsburg; J.-on T.
Polk, who bought the Milligan heirs
land in the Florence stilion neighbor-
isoiode John Bp. Halle who boeght the
Wash: Futtrell property in the
county, and Will Banks, colored, who
bought in his own property opt in
the seventh miagisterial district in the
county. .
The balance all goes into the name
of the state, and in redeeming same,
the owners have to pay about twice
the Original costs assessed agairsstibe general manager for-. the new
the land, weer it became "delin- 'grocery house. There Ms been calked
quent". The owner is given two off the deal looking towards con-
years in which to redeem his land., solidating the Weaks Brothers estate-
That bought irebY the state had about lishment in the negotiations.
$5,000 taxes due on same. The new concern will continue oc-
Now that the annual sale is con- cupying the South Third street store
ducted, the sheriff is making up his that is now headquarters for the
report so he can settle with the Given-Clark establish:dent. They
county next week for its portion of will travel about ten riven and be one
Ate taxes, and the auditor at Frank- of the largest wholesale houses in
fort the following week for that part this section The St. Louis concern
due the commonwealth. controls about ten simear establish-
ments the country over. Mte-Oark
returned yesterday morning from St.
Lbuis where the deal was made.
MASONS DEDICATE Ststutil. Concern.'.
Mr. W. Percy Jordcrs has pur-
chased the interest °Obis partner, Mr.
CEREMONIAS TO BE CONDUCT Charles Welstach, in the Paducufi
ED AT LOVELACEVILLE ier Stamp and Stencil company, which
NEXT SATURDAY. hes maintained its business on the
second floor over Warren & Warren's
Woodmen of the World Hold Elec. Jewelry establishment on Broadway
near Fourth street. Mr. Jordan will
continue the business under the eld
name, but rnenes his office and effects
to The Register bueding ow
F. and A. M, will next Saturday ded- way between Fifth and Sixth, 4ifere
icate its new lodge at that place 'he will look after his stamp interests,
with appropriate ceremonies. The or in connection with his association
der has rine of the nicest assembly with The Regis?er office.
halls in that. portion of the country,
and a number of Masons of this city Turn Over Farre..
will go dosin to participate in the Mr. Frank Haag of Henderson, was
ceremonies which will be quite elab- -here Sunday en route to his 5,000
orate. Those going down from here acres of Ballar county land which he
will leave in the morning at 9 o'clock bought from the Terrell brottea's of
and go towards Cairo, and return on this cite some .rnotiths ago. Ile is the
the 8:3o o'clock train that evening. Henderson newspaperman, and his
Elect Officers. • !mammoth plantation will be managed
Ithe annual election of officers will f ()* him by Mr. John Jesse Baskette
be held tomorrow evening by °eye who moves to the farm next month
camp, Woodmen of the World, at to take up his home. Mr. }133g
their assetrably hall on the third floor .bought the land (root the Terrs:'',.
last summer, tint the latter kept pover the R. W. Walker 'drug store
at Fifth and Broadway. Thursday session of same until they could t
night the Jersey camp will conduct harvested the big crop they had
'its eleetion in • their rooms over planted in seem.
Broadfoot's hall on Third and Elie- ,
abeth streets. Each lodge will install La Center Directors.
the new officials at their first net Tomorrow is the time for the
ing held in January. Everybody is regular monthly meeting of the
to be chosen for twelve months, directors for the town, of La Center,
Knights of Cohmsbus. 
but it will not be held on account
of several members being unable to
Mr. \Tilton Sanchez has returned attend now.
from Murphysboro, Ill., where he
were last Thursday and-attended the
induction here of t newly organ-
ized lodge of Knig'les o'r Columba,.
A body of over fifty men-hese was in-
stalled, and following tle business I
session a swell banquet was served.
There were very marry puteide breth-
ren i 
es
 the7 pertieipating in the cere-n n 
Officers Elected:
Th. Catholie Knights and Ladies
of America last evening at their meet-
iseg in the Elks lodlgeroom on North
Fourth street, held their annual elec-
tion of officers as follows: Rev.
Father ierteete spiritual advisor; Dr.
W. T. Graves, medical director;
Henry Seeder, president; Mtn. Evan
Cassette vice president; Mrs Maggie
McCreary, recording eecretaryt Mrs.
Stella White, finahaal secretary;
John J. I)orian, treasurer; W. P.
Stacketterg, sergeant-at-arms; Mor-
ris Lanihan, sentinel: Miss Hettie
Willet, reporter', Willaarn, tendon,
Sr., delegate to the suprerre council
which meets during next May at De-
troit, elicit Mies Cassell was e'ected
alternate delegate •erie the en:peer/le
Katherine.
tion of Officers—Big Lodge
Started at Murphysboro.
r of the
local office and interests alone, but
now he takes eseloplete charge of all
the business of the company, both
here and their offices at NIemphis and
St. Louis, their mines at Caseyeile,
and other interests.
Grocery Deal.
There has been closed all aerange-
ments for consolidation of the Given-
Clark :wholesale grocery
house of there, with the Meyer,
Schmid company of Sr. Louis, the
deal to go into effect the firse of next
year, at which time the concern will
incorperate for Siotecoo and he
known as the "err, yer, Schmid...Gro-
cery company." M. William Clark
of She Given-Clark concern now. will
The Lovelacevi,Ile Lodge No. 157,
trig how,. re the rails anr1 thee the •
ground and conerete is frozen and it l'huil Pr'r"te e
would never do to put down the' iefifit of the
leriek until a thaw comets. When
these brick are placed the avenue will
he drone from First to Foirrth as re-
gards the paving brick.
• r ' d, •
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
In a mine explosion near Sett Sold at
Lake, Utah. eighteen or twenty min- Gray's Suffet,
es, lost their fives. 'The nee/Avg Palmier Howse Bar,
was the result of a careless sbot. L. A. Lagoniars4iss.
1
A PURCHASER
ALDERMAN MILLER PREPAR-
ING NEW ORDINANCE.
He Believes All City Buying Should
Be Made Through "Pur-
chasing Agents."
Aldlerman
men, stated
W.
las'
preparing to introduce into the
cipal legislative :bosedis an ordinance
that would effect a reform in the city
govcrnnrent as regards the purchase
of different things for the respective
depart/netts of the city. At present
the head of first one and then an-
other department, will buy -himself
what he think is necessary for his
respective branch of the city govern-
ment, and then send the bills in to the
T. Miller, the piano
evening that be was
mune
NTUCKY
NE 548.
TO-NIGHT
The social and laughing event of the
"That Odd Fellow."
HARR.Y qERESFORD
of J. J. Coleman, present-
ing a continuous laugh.
, THE
WOMAN HATER
A spasm of laughter from rise to
fall of curtain.
Prices: 25, 35, 50, 75, $1. and1$1.5o
Seats on sale Monday at 9 a. rn.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548.
Ihiipc,. NIGHTIUIUIt 7
THE TWO HAPPY BOYS
DIXON & FIELDS
IN
"Hans an' Nix"
A Magnificent, Merry, Melodious
Masterpiece. .
Book by Kerker Morton.
Music by Howard Webeter.
A comedy different from all others.
Compares favorably with the best.
Prices: 25, 35, 50 and 75c.
Seats on sale Wednesday at 9 a. m.
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548.
Fri._ NIGHTDec. 8
MATT GRAU Presents
Rose Cecilia Shay
AND A
CARFULLY SELECTED COMPANY
In the Comic Opera Success
PAUL JONES
Beautiful Chorus—Catchy Music.
lces: 25, 35, so, 75. Si. and $1.5o
Scats ou sale Thursday at 9 a. ne
THE KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE sae.
MATINEE AND
Night
Saturday, Dec. 9th
Robert Sherman's Great Comedy
Drama
"MY FRIEND
FROM
ARKANSAW"
An Interesting Story of Human
Nature
Introducing good up-to-date Spec-
ialties.
See the Great Mob Scene.
See the Fun7.y Country Boy.
See the Arkansaw Farmer.
Fun From Beginning to Endo-Don't
Fail t9 See It
Prices: Matinee, children roc,
adults 25c. Night: 25, 35, so and
75 cents,
Seats on sale Friday at 9 a. m.
many little things here and •here that
cannot be contracted for, but where-
, everChis is possible, the contract for
supply will be awarded. Where ar-
I tioles are hotight but not contracted
!for, Mr. Miller wants' the atithority
corectilmen and aldermen to be al-; v'er'tefl ainne in the Thar", or Pre6i-
lewerl. dent ef either board to make the
•:' -• re- 's1 roete ' ••! ' t-r•- .:4^ -010 orrw-t
esems- fee iht ot), ar, ."i '.'ad, or resew eenteittee do the
let the -mayor, president of the abler- •
.monk hoard, and president of the! 'Mr. Allier on going into .the upper
ornmeilmanic boarce comprise thel legislative body became chairman of
agents, and then compel theirs to let ;the finance committee, and is in'posi-
tbe centracts for six or tetteve tion to quickly see that the buying is
,month;, for what is needetit for' in- done in a haphazard manner, 'first by
t stance feed for the horses . the Ione party and another, and hesbe-
! different departments, for feel Neves this should he stopped, and
and for this end that thing • evermi ases made only through the
it is pa!sible. Of coarse Aka •litte Auf' / a 4:F
realliellseennemenleseassesellidellettedelleireele.111811elleire
Rudy, phillipo St Co.
219 and 22 j BROADWAY
Why it is Necessary to Wear
We have
Men's, Women's, Boys' Misses' Youth's.
and Children'
Very much lighter shoes are worn now than
a few years back. Parents buy their chil-
dren or themselves light kid shoes, send them
to school or go themselves to business in the
rain without rubbers and often with holes in
bottou of sole and then wonder why they
have colds, coughs, pneumonia, or scarlet
fever. All leather is porous, the best will
not keep out dampness. Rubber keeps the
shoes dry, therefore you have dry,
WARM FEET AND HEALTH
or wet feet and sick us up to you--take
your choice.
1111111111111e 
FOR YOUR BENEFIT
We tell you about
Our Doll Sale Dec. 7th 7th and 9th
Next Thursday, Friday and Saturday
14-inch jointed French Bisque Doll, sleeper, 3 days only, at sic, worth 5oc.
14-inch Kid Body Bisque Doll, 3 days only, at 20C, well worth 35c.
We have dela of all kinds, Bisque Dells, Kid Dolls, Dressed DoLls,
China Dolls, ese.
Don't forget our Chinaware sale continues until December 9th.
Darbour's 13ooli Department
SEE THE BIG FRENCH JOINTED BISQUE DOLL TO BE GIV-
EN AWAY ON CHRISTMAS DAY
Special Christmas Gift Sale
MONDAY 9 a. tn. 16 Cut Glass !kiwis
•
• eiarneter, ein. deep, Rich deep cutting—A new pattern. Regular
$s. As an inducement for yeti to visit our new store and see
cur beautiful Christmas Goods, yaw can get ONE at $3 MondirSt 9 a.m.
NONE RESEr.TED---NO TELEPHONE ORDERS TAKEN
Watch the daily papers and our show windows for Wednesday and Sat-
urday specials
J. L. WOW- Jeweler.
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 81;oedway Phones: Office 385—R0,i/fence 1696
• .Gaam.
Falls Into an Open Fire.
liopkinsville, Ky., Dec. 4 --Witele
sitting in front of the fire playing a
fide*, Gust East. aged 33 year's, fell
heedforrnost into the Move, and his
body frcrns▪ knees op was wurned to s
crisp. He had been ili for souse time.
but had sufficiently :ecovertd to sit
Sp, and other use *a of th
bad left the room •YiViott thy
Ittticrt he lying ;11 the fire-
peice dead, his fiddle haviii,z also been
consumed.
VISITING CARDS
V.trgeaved visiting cards for .Christ-
rnas. Fifty cards and plate for $t;
too carder and plate St.as. See our
new samples. Piduc.arn. Peintinse 112id
crEmr%ariv, 102 Broad
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largest Stock Lowest Prices Satisfaction Guaranteed
Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers
The Paducah Furniture. Manufacturing Co.
BOTH PHONES 72 SALES ROOMS 
MATINEE MUSICAL
SOCIETY MEETS TOMORROW
AFTERNOON WITH MRS.
GEORGE HART.
Large Crowd at Opening Dail Last
Evening Over Bowling Alley
on Broadway—SotiaLi.
Tomorrow afternoon at leed o'clock
the Matinee Musicale club will meet.
with Mrs. George B. Hut, of West
Jefferson street, at which time the
subject. for rendition andi discussion
will be accompanied by Mendelseohn
with Mies Aline Bagley as leader.
This orgarrizatirm is the rrew body of
musical talent of this city. 'Which
meets each week or two in the after-
noon with their favored composers.
The program tomorrow afternoon is
as follows:
1. Reading—Skelnle of Mendels-
sohn'e life. A--Coneolation No. 9.
2. Piano solo—Mendelsshoc B—
Funeral march No. 27.
3. soprano solo—"Slienber enno7—
M e noel esh -
4. Vocal delet--"Auturrin song"- -
Mendeleshon.
5. Piano scito--"Riroreance"—Schu-
mann.
6. Soprano solo—"May Morning",
Benza.
7. Vocal duet—"I Waited for (he
Lord"—Meridebsshore
Opening Ball.
A large crowd was at the new
- dance floor over the bowling alley
last night, on Broadway betneen cause a great horror like the Iroquuts
Foarth and Fifth streets. It vitas the Mayor Yeager arest) counnunica- *heater at Chic-ago.
Councilman MeBroom brought up
the question of the city treasurer
putting the penalty on all taxpayers
who do not pay their taxes before
Deeernber 1st. McBroorn thought it
ehotild not go on until January sat,
but nothing was done.
Marketmaster Frank Smedley
ordered to have cleaned daily the
spittoons on the market, as com-
plaint ,had been made by the hutch-
ere and others.
P.oprietor Charles Reed, of the
Palmer wants the fitly to refund the
hotel company the experan the latter
was put to in replacing the concrete
sidewalk at Fifth and Broadway, but
nothing was Sane. -see
City Solicitor Campbell informed"
the board that 'be believed if the inn
oieipality prosecuted to the end the
snit to "onst" the East Tennessee
Telephone 'company from this city
that the city wini.d have to return to
that company the $3.000 collected by
the munieipaltty in settlement of all
claims against the company. He in-
formed the hoard of his opinion era.
COUNCIL MEETING
(Continued from first page.)
opening night fo rthst ballroom and
many were there until a late hoar
enjoying themselves. The floor is
very roomy and smooth and quite ex-
&lent for that purpose.
The -soo Club.
This afternoon "The soo Club"
will meet with Mrs. L. A. Washing
ton, at her home on West Broadway
near Thirteenth street.
Delphic Chtb.
This morning the Delphic club
will meet at the Carnegie library on
Nash and BroadWay.
Sans good Club.
Tomorrow afternoon at 2 o'clock
the Sane Sneici club will meet with
Mrs. William )iimrtsch cif Went Jef-
ferson street. '
Daughters of Confederacy.
This afternoon at o'clock the
Daughter, of the Confederacy will
•
continued extra services he put in
for three months iseuing health cer-
titicatesolaily during the yellow fever
epidemic down South. The board
moved to allow him $300 for 014 ex-
tra work, but as some of the aoaticil-
men wanted fuller explanation 41 the
services, the matter was referred to
,
the finance committee .to reportixack
as to what they thought should be
paid Dr. Geaves, who had charge of
tit* health certificate bureau main-
tained at the city hall for several
months and devoted he entire time
to same.
Mayor Yeieer informed the council
that the roof of the new market
'house was leaking very badly and
something should be done immediate
ly to put tame in good condition.
The board of works was ordered to
put the roof in good shape, and also
ascertain whether it was bad work-
manship on the part of the contrac-
or's men putting on the slate that
catried the present leakage.
The Aycock Hosiery company 'has
started a phint for the manufacture
of 'hosiery and stockings and asked
that it be exempted from city texas
for five years, as is done pn all new
industries locating bete. 'Their re-
quest was referred to the city solic-
itor for an ordinance to be brought
„in granting the exemptions. /
a There was filed a report from Cie
I water works company which stated
I
their mitins 'had been extended on
Jefferson between Fourteenth and
Sixteenth streets, as requested by the
city boards.
thin from the officers of the state
bar%e doing business here in the city,
these official* claiming they were dis-
criminated against wh en compared to
the national banks, when it vorne to
assessing tbe. financial institutions
for city tax purposes. At the request
of the bankers it was ordered that
the city finance committee holds a
conference with the others to see
what could be done towards granting
relief. The banks elected are•.tbe
Citizens Savings hank. Globe Bank
and Trust compaey. Padurah Bank-
ing comrpany and Mechanics' and
Farmers' Sayings bank.
City Treasurer John. J . 'Dm-1We re
port was filed, it showing e balance
of $93.361,67 on band Nove)nber 1st,
A$18sa n paid out during November',
11,10 iv.efIllas recte4,1ea4ing a balance
'
December 1st of O 
M
nly:rpm.
Street Inspector onate Elliott was
given a oheck for $90 for his Aengust
dietary. but he lost the iteek and*
new one was ordered ipsqed to him
meet with Miss Ethel Brooke, et - • by the coancif on be_ agreeing to ni-
vel! ape. Madison Wert,. • denniny the municipaltty if the lest
document ever turned up and hap- they would know what was being
Entertain for Visitor. . petted to be cashed before_ detected. done in the proceeding. The cues-
Mhe ),Vabel Nichols, of West Men- Initial adoption was given ordi- tion was referred to the finance vent-
er-a street, will entertain Thureday ruiner" which. exempts foe five years mitten.
afternoon complimentary to her vis- from city taxation the Paducah Box • in moticrta'the board adjourned
itor, Miss Lellals .Rasco, of Roaring and • Baiket factory near the Vrtioct
Sprints. KY. dePot.
First passage was given a similar
Evening Wedding. similar bill exempting for the ,same
'tact evening Mies Fssie Thomas eee;od 
and Mr. W.. F. Booker, latter of ch 
time 
" t/hc Sheri/1'162"A
Lumber company, and also one ex-
Bowling Green, were united in mar- emitting the Hardy Buggy company.
tier at the bride** home, 930 Trim- There was brought up the crdi-
ble street. The couple afterwards nance providiag a fine of from $to to
left for Bowling Green to trial* their $25, and pil sentence of lapin to to
home. The bride is the pretty daugh- e
-ter of Mr. Ge E. Thomas, of this .•'
e 
• 
day's, 
elyf any 4-ewdlillvcmall entering
at saloon or standing within 50 feet
of one, if they have no business
there. The measure provides the
*erne penalty for plop:rigor or clerk
allowing a lewd clharacter inside the
place. On the bill being read the
rettineit voted to 'hand it up to the
aldermen first, in circler to see what he will survive his wounds, which
/ the upper board thought about pass were inflicted yesterday afternoon
/ log ft Wore the lower board took about 2 o'clock while down on Court
that some Broadway property of his
same. .
There was ratified deeds transfer-
ring, from the city Oak Grove bury-
ing lots to L. F. Kolb, Jr., Ogilvie
and Walters, and William H. Wil-
liams, while the board ratified the
deal wherein John McCune transfer-
red his oetnetery lot to Mrs. Mary
Clark.
Gent & TIliott asked the, council
for the privilege .Lo haul away the
bodies of dead ardmalie ,found in, the
city, for the pinpoee of converting
the carcasses into soap grease. They
also wanted the contract to look at-
ter the river front damp the city
mtaintained. so truck wagons could
dump garbage ieto the diver. Their
proposition was refered to the sani-
tary connnittee.
City Engineer Washington was or-
dered tii give Mrs. Pete Rogers lie
proper street grade so she could put
concrete curbing around her Fourth
and Elizabet• property.
The council concurred in the al-
dertnen's action in deciding trot to
put an iron railing at the edge of the
curb in front of Frank Jones' hard-
ware store at Second and Kentucky
avenue. The sidewalk in front of
that place is three feet higher than
the brick street, an dit Was thought
an iron railing would have to be put
up to prevent peOple from falling
from the pavement to the street be-
low, but 3.9 the railing would be det-
rimental to Mr. Jones' business, it
/wa• ordered that nothing be put up.
City Electrician Gilsdcirf was in-
strtiltted to inspect all the electrical
apparatus brought here by troupes
showing at The Kentucky. Tttis 4n-
bpection is made so as to prevent de-
fective apparatus from being used as
it might set fire to•the building and
city, and is quite popular..
American Revolution.
Oct account of conflicting dates,
the Daughters of the American Revo
lotion will twu meet until Saturday
afternoon at 3:31) o'clock with Mrs.
Dr. D. G. Murrell, of Broadway near
Seventh. It was intended to meet
.WAS STABBED
HARVEY JOHNSON, COLORED,
CUT DANGEROUSLY BY
OTHERS
I 1111•1M11,.......,,
Floyd Smith, Colored. Charged With
Robbing James Collins, Colored,
of Three Dollar.
Harvey Johnson, colored, is at
Riverside hospital with dangerous
stabs on hi, neck and throat, and the
doctor* are in doubt as to whether
Th ursine' / any action. • street near Second. Watt Kemper:.
Missionary Tea.
At 3 'clock Friday afternoon etitte
l'IDncegiber miitsiettletry• tea -will be giv
heal by Grime church guild at the new
-pariah 'home, with Mrs% Se/1k NPu•
,dtagn as Atoning.
Washington Affair.
A most aerthetic affair was the tea
given a few afternoon* ago by Miss
Moe Webb and her assistants 3t
Florence school, at the head of
liassachusetts tievehtft, one of the
etinfattoritte estatileinnents of the capi
Mien Webb, ?Property pf Padu-
cah, i. a %Aroma! of oncommon dis-
tal-or • wee beatoi.
veteio 
ee eds.
Mrs Martiodetl, formerly of Dan-
ville, assisted hewn Webie in 'black
lace. Stesen Brorreton. of- Lex-
ington, daughter of C. J. Brampt0n,.
v as an aeathetk sttteiy in pale -greart
crepe, Mitts Ufliats Gregoery, of .Pa-
dumb. *ore Moe dept; Miss Fran-
eeri Wallace. Paducah. white rink;
Miss never, of Liesiterfik. white hides
--Waftdrwton ceireespiadertt Le'tf-
cifleCbtsiger•jounuat.
e
The November report of Chief Jas.
„Collins, of the police force, showed
lhe had collected $642 in fines, Itft.75
in costs and $97 had been repierihed.
There was filed the November
i monthly report showing hOtisC3 in-
frperletf *ffy City Electrician W. J.
i Hemet Stone asked the council te
. allow him hie hell salary for the two
weeks' time he lost on account of
dropping on his foot and mashing it
:with the heavy iron cap covering one
of the city's sanitary sewer mansoke
His regeesi was pegged to the boned
of works.
Itei 'ere & TetliC11114 were emoted a
street, while -lece Ire" was
granted a licence for Tenth and Hus-
bands street, where he ("end a sa-
lobo
J W. Diet complaitred to .'the
nvernhere that his property on Fourth
between Janes and Tenneioee had
been assessed too high for 'city tax
purprieee. The matter was referred
to the city board of stmerviitoes, a;
was 'the complaint of Mr. Langstaff
had seen over salmi its assessing
another negro, is accused of doing
ithe slashing, while it i3 claimed
IFrank Kineon and Ed Wren, both
I darkies, 'held Johnson what the other
•stabbed him.
It seem* the quartette had bees to-
gether in some of the sailoorie of that
!vicinity, and after getting outside
Ithey fell into an argument regard-ing some drinks, the three others be-
ing on the side of the argument op-
posed to Johnson. It is charred
that suddenly Kinnon and Warren
.erabbed Johnson, and holding him .
told Kennett to cat lee head off. Ken ,
nett wielded his knife well, as with
one clash he laid open the left side ,
- ' -re' ^tid ith
eenther thriat lerT
blade into the other's shoulder jest
above the collar bone.
No sooner than the cutting was
/over with than the three slcippeel out,
while Johnson sank to the pavement
front weaknees due to the loss- of
blood tind the aseault. He wits taken ;
ool S oes
They are the Kind that
wear well and Always
Look Neat And thressy.
- - OUR PRICES ARE ALWAYS gASONABLE -
Lendler & Lydon
309 BROADWAY
'Phone orders receive Prompt Attention Thone 675
We cannot begin to name the many beautiful articles shown in our holiday display of silver-
ware. We can only ask all who contemplate the purchase of gifts to come in and see for
themselves our splendid assortment of rich and appropriate presents. Our goods are all new,
fresh, no dld left-overs from last year. It's a pleasure to show our goods. Again we ask
you to come in and have a look. J. L. WANNER, Jeweler, 428Wway, opp Palmer House.
OUR SECOND ANNUAL
CHRISTMAS OFFERING.
Each day from now until January
1st, 1906.
..Roger Bros. 1849 Knives and
Forks, $4 so grade, $3.o set.
Genuine Rogers Knives and Forks,
$4.25 grade, $3 oo set.
Genuine Rogers Teaspoons, zo-year
guarantee, regular price $1 50, 75c
set.
Genuine Rogers Tablespoons, $3.00
grade, Si so set
A beautiful 8-inch cut glass bowl,
regular $7 50 grade, $3 so set.
We also have a pretty bowl at
$2.75
A gold-filled, so-year case, Elgin
movement, $8 so
We also have hundreds of other
articles at a price never before arrived
in Paducah.
See our line of beautiful designs in
hat pins, rings, ladies' and gents'
fobs, gold settings, signet rings.
Come in and see our beautiful new
stock and handsome designs. We
are rushing orders in daily for new-
est designs in jewelry, so you will
see the latest by gtaing our stock a
look over before Yd6 buy. The New
Eye Sire Jewelry and Optical Co.,
Engraving free.
J. A. KONETZKA, Optician.
21 years' experience. 3i1 B'evay.
Paducah, Ky
A large line of Eagle emblems in
ptock.
metliately started out in eearch of au. $
accused three, and found Kennett
near the scene of the cutting, while
Warren and Kinnon were intercepted
down about the river front.
Some miscreant threw a pIumb bob
'p111* Saturday 
his natural advantage very qtdakt.train on Which the president was rid-
ing at the time. We study to enhance it.
CIGARS
• NI
III OM
MI MI
MI MP
The taste of a cigar is affected
by its condition as well as the
grade of tobaco in it. If it is
too dry, It has a hot, smarting.
tongue-bitin gtaste. If it is too
moist, its taste is full of nico-
tine.
Our cigars are kept just right
in all kinds of weather. The
reason—we watch them.
J. C. Oefilschlaeger
DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
TALL MEN have many advan-
tages in crowd; well dressed they
have advantage anywhere.
at a Pennsylvania train near Philadel-
• t It the Some ors can ro a man
-- 
•
nation of 2,000 v intoner to -ea.
a jury in Chicago to try Chas Gil-
hooky, who is charged with causing.
the death of a non-union working-
man during. the late strike in that
city.
3 tail b at
to the city on astretcher and In raising a 
truck ladder at a fire  
'quickly sent to the hospital, where,
the doctors attended Ws vrotirelv
Officers 7ohnsort and Roger, im-
in Birmingham, Ala., Monday morn-
one fireman was killed and an-
other sericntaiy injured.
Swol:cn etreams have done much
damage about Utica, N. Y.
Bacon's Malarial
Tome Capsules
MP
ARE THE "ORIGINAL roNrc
;CAPSULES."
THE ONES THAT HAVE MADE
SUCH A REPUTATION IN PA-
IDUCAH FOR CURING CHILLS
AND MALARIA.
PRICE soc.
TAKE NO OTHER.
THEY ARE GUARANTEED.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
th alacykssonts phoneae .
—An
.Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE,
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS •DROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE THE
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER,
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DRUG
STORES.
HAYES
Free Delivery— Telephone 756.
Having secured the services of Mr.
John Niehaus, he would be pleased
to meet his friends and old eastern-
ers. premising them the quickest ser-
vice and nothing but the best drugs
at reasonable prices
Hayes'
Seventh
and
Broadway.
Tel, 756, th and
"1166••••••••
Broadway.
S. W. Arnold
a
worth of city property far Bale ax.il
etepiiovia aid. 1110fi
B. B. Griffith
i ,RUEITICAR7 BUILDINr
/ BOth phone eill at the oaks, both
!phones so it residane, (Aare blurs7 to 9 4 me t to a p ra. 7 40 e e ell.
Abed+. 1 a
$ete PROUD OF CLOTHES.
Canine That Is Very Much Dis-
tressed When Deprived of
Correct Apparel.
There is a dog in Augusta who
dresses just like a man, wearing the
regulation coat, vest, collar and cravat
and is very proud of his apparel, seem-
ingly, being very much distressed and
ashaieed whenevcr his busy master
does not have time to rig him up in
his clothes, reports the Augusta (Ga.)
Chronicle.
"If there are any who are "from
Missouri," they may be satisfied by
calling at a blacksmith shop on Ellis
street, near the city ball, where they
can be introduced to him by his mas-
ter, George Bailey, a negro employe of
the smithy.
He wears them with a conscious dig-
nity and is hugely delighted when any-
one stops to notice Ms attire and com-
ment thereon. He will gaze intently
at each speaker and joyously wag his
tail when complimented upon his ap-
pearance.
It is not known what whim induced
the blacksmith to thus clothe his ca-
nine pet "in all points like as we are."
But he certainly devised thrt dog's
dress most ingeniously. No detail is
wanting. The cet of his coat is after
the latest mode—has pockets, too—
the collar is nicely laundered and the
cravat is tied with correct smartness.
The first thing in the morning he
must be properly dressed, or elm, he
whines piteously. After be has been
clothed according to his usual custom
his joy knows no bounds, and he dis-
plays his pleasure with much bark-
ing and wagging of his tall. He has
the utmost contempt for the bout of
naked doge who roam about the street
and absolutely refuses to associate
with them, manifesting a spirit of out-
raged indignation at their immod-
esty.
"PAGAN" TOWN IN ENGLAND
Village of 1;700 People Who Seem
to Have Gone Spiritually
to Sleep.
"Pagan Hook" is the name now en-
joyed 1,y the quiet little village of
Hook, which is situated some three
miles from Kingston-on-Thames.
So lost in indifference is 'this village
that the vicar, the Rev. W. M. Ding-
well, has thrown up the cure of the
parish in despair, says a recent Lon-
don report_
"I have worked hard here for nearly
three years," said the vicar, in an in-
terview, "and it seems largely in vain.
have spoken to the people personally
and have implored them to come to
church, but they will not do it.
"No effort, either spiritual or ma-
terial, no concert, whether high-class
or extremely 'popular,' no breach of
church activity that I have been able
to devise or carry on will induce the
people of Hook to come to church.
"There is a population of 1,700 peo-
ple, but many of them absolutely re-
to attend church. In fact, only
US out of the 1,700 have attended
church, and some or these even are not
Hook people.
"The fact Is that the village is spir-
ftually asleep. They do not go to non-
conformist places of worship, nor do
they go golfing or motoring. They
lutve simply gone to sleep and they do
not give a thought to spiritual things."
The vicar has now departed for the
West Indies on a holiday voyage.
Some of the more enlightened inhab-
itants of "Pagan Hook" are taking
around a large memorial paper asking
Christian and pagan alike to sign an
earnest entreaty to the reverend gen-
tleman to return to them.
THE FUR-LINED OVERCOAT.
Dressy Gentleman Will Carry the
Garment Inside Out on
His Arm.
The precise and high-priced tailor
drew a chalk picture on the customer
who was "trying on," relates the Prov-
idence Journal, stuck three pins in
him and said:
"The most radical change in gar-
ments for gentlemen for winter wear
this year will come in the fur-lined
overcoat. We have been driven to it
by a detachable fur collar which has
made its appearance and which can be
fastened on to the permanent collar
of a $16 ready-made topcoat in a way
that will puzzle an expert to detect its
on and off features. Of course, that
kill the fur collet for the rich and
'dressy' gentleman who has a genuine
fur coat. We shall make the collar of
the expensive coat of the same ma-
terial as the cloth of the coal, or of
velvet, cut a little wider than the col-
lar of the ordinary coat.
"And muffs will not be sewed on the
sleeves of the first-class fur-lined coatl
this season. They were always sue-
geetive of the crushed tragedian."
"How will people know that 'dressy'
an,' wealthy gentlemen have fur
-lined
coats?" inquired the custodian, anxi-
ously
"They will carry them inside out on
their arms," replied the precise tailor.
Not the Clam.
Clam diggers are predicting a cold
winter because the clams are burrow-
ing deep. Just wrv a clam should be
given credit for knowing more about
the weather than human beings is not
clear. Some animals may be credited
with superior !nett nct Ivo impressions--
but not a clam.—WasbIngtoa Star.
Exchange of Confidences.
Husband (during the honeymoon)—
! was &Welly nervous when I pro-
posed to you. I was afraid you
wouldn't wept me.
Wife—And I was awfully nervous
for weeks before vou proposed. I was
afraid you wouldn't —Sphere.
MODERN PHFLOSOPITY
"Modern education." pronounced
Jane with conviction, "is a purely so-
cial process. It's a matter of the right
man at the right time and it depends
upon a given amount of discrimination
and averLge Good looks."
No one of her three auditors, com-
fortable in the shade of Henrietta's
wide back porch, ventured eithOr to
contest or to indorse this abstract
declaration. So Jane proceeded.
"None of :,ou are what one would
call frights.' (Gretchen glanced up
from the lemonade she was mixing
near the window and smoothed her
hair before her dim reflection.) "All of
us, I should Lay, may claim a fair de-
gree of good taste in matters of con-
duct and association." (Leah looked
subtly appreciative at the handkerchief
kimona which was progressing in her
efficient hand,,) "You understand,
each individual, from one's array of
masculine fricLds, must meet the im-
mediate demand for more education."
Henrietta,, who was vlisarlesaly inter-
ested in settle. lent work, because she
knew a good-....:•las young man who
was a @althorn..." ..urker, turned a pre-
occupied gsse upon Jane over the page
of her niaeastne article on "Democracy
and Communism." Leah said: "Go on,
but cut out the big words."
"My object is catirely altruistic,"
said Jana "I merely desire's to pass on
a good thing. The theory is simple, as
all great things are simple. I'll be ape-
ctfic. One really must, you know.
"There was Edwin, whom yoq all
gave up in tnrn as hopelessly uninter-
esting. Youionder now why I let him
write to me. I'll tell you. I, too, lis-
tened in despair to his stupid remarks
when I first knew him. And I will ad-
mit that it was only his supreme un-
consciousnese of my snubs Out saved
in. from youf common mistake and led
me in self-defense to look for his par-
ticular excuse ear living. Most people
have oae in this day of specialties.
"Well, Edwin's five years in Paris
left him well in command of French
Oast is not, to be ignored. I need to
know French. So I taught adwia_to
be useful. We adopted the practical
method and talked about whatever we
happened to be near. At dinner I
learned tp say, 'C'est use table.' Le
chaise mat noir.' On the lake I learned,
Le batteau eat sur lame' And from his
letters I am making such progress that
I can pronounce a whole dinner card
by Christmas,
"Then there is Jim, whom you, Leah,
discarded as a tiresome dilettante. No-
body ever played my accompaniments
as Jim did. It was his insistence that
carved me to try for the Amateur Mu-
sic cub, and you know what that's
meant in my evolution.
"Without Bob I should never have
koown Ibsen and D'Annunsio. I should
never have expertfinced the aestheti-
cism of literary sympathy. Dear old
Bob!"
"You're growing sentimental!"
warned Leah. "Wasn't this to be an en-
tirely dispaasionate treatise"
"From Dr. Robbins," Jane continued.
"I tainted the Mae art of ordering a
dinner. I learned from him also when
emotion is becoming and when to look
non-committal. In short, it is he who
is responsible for the sophtsticatioa
which you see."
-The trouble la" Leah protested,
"that I always fall in love. And each
affair is so serious that there is ut-
terly no cure—except another affair.
It's a kind of endless chain."
'The endless chain Ides is mound
enough. You see, each of your selfoge
pointed tutors stands for a stage is
your development. If you can dis-
cipline yourself to regard them as
nothing more, you are able to count
each link with a calm resivrtatiop. It
Is fascinating. You have a sort of ma,
ternal joy in objectively watching your
own growth."
'1 think it's positively unscrupu-
lous," remarked Gretchen, who has
convictions In ethical amtters. "It'e
nothing more than deliberate trifling.
I'll tell you now that Ted Marcy won't
stand for it."
"Yes, It being summer. Ted Marcy
might be regarded as the present link,'
reflected Jane, with admirable poise.
"Through the stimulus of Ted's young
enthusiasm I have learned to swim
half way to the crib and back and to
overcome, to some extent, my former
horrid work on the link.. Hush,
Gretchen, don't you see that I am the
kindly helper of mankind? It's be-
cause I'm safe. If it weren't I, who
have their well-being at heart, It might
be some lovesick girl who would be
trying to marry them—like Hazel Kel-
ler, for instance, whose 'womanly- un-
selfishness' Ted Marcy's sister is al-
ways talking about. A man doesn't
always know until it's too late that be
cught not to get married. I 'try to see
my male friends through the dangerous
pass. By the time `Ted's out of law
school, he'll thank me—even suppos-
ing that he wants to—that he--well,
besides, marriage from a woman's
point of view is only a useful Institu-
tion, inasmuch as it enables one to get
one's polarity, a it were."
"What's polarity?" broke in Henri-
ett. "Jane has probably been quarrel.
. lag with Ted. She always gets blase
and stupid when that happens. And II
It's Hazel Keller, child, you needn't
worry. I myself asked Ted to take her
to the Quad dance last night,. because
brother John couldn't go and I felt re-
sponsible. The Spot is, she and John
are engaged end etn eying to announee
it at my luncheon neat week. I antici-
pate, my dear Jaye, merely to avoid a
tragedy. So please all be surprised
when the time comes."
"Well, who ever thought of Ted Mar-
cy being any more than enter* young.
star" said Jane in explosive deprece.
time sliding restlessly from her perch,
"I didn't suppose you'd take me seri-
ously, anyway."--Chicago Daily News.
FRANKLIN'S CIRAVIC. PLULAI)KlaniIA.
Russian Diplomacy as
Considered
by the Anglo-Saxon
England's Views Doubtless Have Added Much to. Our Prejudices
Against Russian Statesmanship—Half Oriental Has Code of Own. 71
We are getting old, shortly we are to
celebrate the two hundredth anniver-
sary of one of the founders of the re-
public of the United States,
All Yankeedom will join in the eel*.
bration, which is to be held at Phila.
delphia, this city jealously claiming
the fan:loui philosopher, statesman,
diplomatist and author. France is to
send over a special commissioner to
take part in paying tribute to the
American that won the trioxide/tip of
that nation in the stormy days Of OW
trouble with the mother country. For-
eign scientists will assemble to offer
homage to We American whose ode-
real researches, especially the experi-
ments with electricity, made the world
look upon him as almost a wizard.
Three cities would lay claim to the
proper place in which to hold the Bea*
jamin Franklin bicentenary; he was
born in Boston; spent many useful
years in New York, and the city boasts
several statues to his memory; resided
in Philadelphle while it was the storm
center of the revolution, and here per.
formed the work for the republlc that
makes it fitting he be called one of Iii
founders.
The celebration occurs on the 17th of
January next, but for some time pasi
Philadelphia, reputed slow, has bees
active in preparations for the distile
gabbed event. The Philosophical us
nety petitioned the state legislature to
award a sum liar the prover 411110MOMMI`
m-ation of the Franklin blignignarr,
and prompt response was made, an
appropriation of $30,000; this sum
3ov. Pennypacker, "with an economy
that could not but have met with the
approval of the author of "Poor Rich-
ard," cut down to $20,000.
Gov. Pennypacker does not cut the
appropriation because of any want cid
appreciation of the hero of the celebra-
tion, for he is a close student of the
life of Franklin and an historian of
note. The governor will preside at the
ceremonies, and President Roosevelt
has promised to be present. The fed-
eral government as well as the state
BIRTHPLACS OF' FRANKLIN.
BOSTON.
of Pennsytimnia will do its part in the
coming celebration, and Massachusetts
—his native state—will be well to the
fore.
Franklin's father was a tallow-chin
dler, his mother daughter of one Peter
Folger, a man noted for his philan
tbropy and generous tolerance. Benja.
min was the fifteenth of 17 Children,
and as the tenth son was intended as
the "tithe for the ministry." Either
on account of poverty or an earl? dis
taste on the boy's part, the theological
idea was given up.
He worked a year or so in his fa
ther's shop and then apprenticed to his
brother James, a printer—this brothei
founded one of the earliest jaspers is
this country, the New Illialand
ant Benjamin took to the printer's
trade with zest, learned it thoroughly
and found time for much reading and
some writing. He wrote articles and
hailed, for the Courant, published
anonymously, and it is told that thesi
were somettntes of such a mental char
actor as to win public displeasure. at
tally rate James, bemuse of. the, express
sloe of certain political opinions In
the paper, was imprisoned for a montht
and forbidden to publish the paper fl
appeared under tionPunin's name foi
*while. but the brothers quarrelled anti
'one night the apprentice S4 away
'from his bondage; stole by sea to Nee
lork. He experienced bard luck hero
and tried Philadelphia next, arriving
in this city with that historic one dol-
lar and price of three rolls, and ate
the historic one roll and ereetulled the
historic two to a poor woman. He
soon obtained work as a printer and
his pleasing personality soon brought
him friends. The governor persuaded
him to go to England to buy type for
a shop of his own, promising him •
letter that would procure him needed
funds. He made the journey, but his
patron's promises proved valueless and
he had a pretty bad time of it in Lon-
don.
After a year and a half of trying to
make things go in England, he re-
turned to Philadelphia, working a
short time as clerk in a dilly goods
store, but ere long was back with his
old employer at printing. Presently ue
met a partner willies to put up capi-
tal against his own skill and energy,
and an independent shop was set up.
la 1711 he obtained eoatrol of the Phil-
adelphia Gazette, and WOG attracted
attention by the excellence of his print-
lag, as wed as the spirit of his woe-
All the time bit was 7'..edying and
reading; mastered immoral of the mod-
ern languages, beams one of the best
read men of the day- Li 1721 be balsa
the Philadelphia library, which was
chartered several years later, "the first
model of the Ames:Wan system." In
1732 his fame was established with tee
publication of "Poor Richard's Al-
manac,' and for 36 years his witty.
worldly-wise sayings in this were very
influential in molding the new Ameri-
can character The almanac in time
was translated into many languages.
In 17U Franklin was made clerk of
the general assembly and next year
was appointed postmaster of Philadel-
phia. 1114741 he presented a plan for
the formation of an academy, became
founder of the great University of
Pennsylvania. In 1744 he founded the
American Philosophic society.
Though engaged in suck important
public duties as tams mentioned.
Franklin, the investigator and invent-
or, had time to pursue work in other
fields of greatest interest to him He
Invented the Franklin stove, improved
the city, lighting, fire, paving and po-
lice departments, and conducted eleo-
triral inveetigatioas. It was In 1761
he made the celebrated kite experi-
ment, with the result that Franklin's
"scientific views won their way
through surprised incredulity into ac-
ceptance both In France and England.
The degree of LL D. was voted him
by Oxford, Edinburg and St. Andrews,
and be became F. R S. and was award-
ed the copley gold medal."
In 1763 we find him postmaster gen-
eral for time colonies, and the next year
serving as commissioner from Pennsyl-
vania to' the Intercolonial congress,
which met to consider action in the
threatening French and Indian war.
Franklin offered a plan combining lo-
cal independence with union, and-some
scholars think if this plan had been
followed the revolution itself might
have been avoided. During the prog-
ress of the war Franklin rendered most
valuable assistance to Braddock by
giving his personal security for sup-
plies furnished by the Pennsylvania
tartars. In 1764 he was cent to Eng-
land to represent the colonies on a tait
question and remained as leading r09-
resentative. He won such teem. there
WI to be instrumental In having the
'Kamp act repealed. Not quite under-
standing matters at home, he urged
the colonists to Submit to the smart
tax on tea, but when he found war In-
evitable, returned and eat his shouMer
to the wheel for his native land.
All during the American revolution
Franklin represented American inter-
ests in Europe, and was particularly
successful in France. "His scientific
reputation, his dignity of character
and charm of manner, made him ex-
tremely popular in Frenshjtterary. so-
cial and political circ14. and his wis-
dom and fertility of resouroe secured
for the government aid and conces-
sions which no other an poselblf
could have obtained.'" He procured
loans; concluded a treaty with Anne.,
a defensive and offensive alliance:
signed the preliminary articles of+
peat**, and the definitive treaty of
Paris. 1
CHRISTOPHER WEBSTER.
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Out of Date
a
Plumbing is Unhealthy
If your plumbing is out
of date, the members of your
household are constantly risking their
health. Detective plumbirg generates
germ-bearing sewer gases which polldte
the atmosphere and cannot help but be
breathed by the occupants.
Let us examine the condition of your
plumbing, correct defective piping and
install the best sanitary fixtures made,
namely Vialidierd• Baths and One-piece Lavatories. Our illustrated
booklet "Modern Home Plumbing" sent free upon application.
E.D. HANNAN• Plumber•
"k7"..
MIL  
_AP
Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?
Do you want a lirst class job by an
expert 'workman? If you do ;take
It to
John J. 131eich, jewekr. .
224 Broadway, Paducah, Hy.
J E.€OULSON,
...PLUMBING...
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133. 529 Broadway.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Padunith, Kentecloy.
Capital and Surplus 111.135,00co
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRE'
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposals. Pays 4
per cent per ansunn on time certificate of deposits.. Safety bones in Ike
prod vault for rent at $3 to Om per year as to gee. You carry yew ova
bey arid no one but yourself bas acres*.
Per Vaults, libnuments and General Cemetery Work Use
GREEN RIVER STONE
TPIE NEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Beading purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URN AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; dose not be-
come dark and discolored
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT s
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite & Stole Works
BOLE AGENT. stop TRIM BLS ST.. PADUCAH, KY.
New Century Hotel
DAWSON SMOGS, KY.
This fme-modern.botel is DOW open under a sow
management1 for guests at, the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best: accommodations at:reasonable rates •
Price Bros. Se CO.,
Dawson Springs,:Kentucky.
 •
Paducah Transfer Company
(Bacot porated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd:and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones as
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369. - - Residente PhOne 726
Subscribe For The Register
a
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vDESER D TO BE KILLED. flltiA IASUliANCE MAN.
Whnli Wade Too Meny Points hi, PURSUING DEBITS EN TB31
Ga e of ilitven-17p Rightly , COUNTRY.
Treated.
It was a very attractive yellow bug--
"Not long since," remarked Col. B.. gy, drawn by a spirited mare. To a
IL. Johnston, qt Houston, relates the pedestrian toiling up the hill it looked
Washington Post, "a Texas negro was most inviting.
UP before a magistrate for aggravated 
"Have a ride?" asked a young man,
insult He had battered a fellow Sena- emerging from a roadside house and
gatnblan to such an extent that the 1st- getting into the yellow buggy. "You'd
ter had to be sent to the hospital for
repairs. 
better. It's seven miles to the town."
The pedestrian willingly accepted
"The trouble arose over a game of the invitation.
cards and the man who lost his money,
"I
was the defendant in the courtroom. 
'm mighty glad you came this
way," be said to the young man.
'"Have you anything to say in your Well, I had to visit that debit," re.
?Own behalf?' inquired the Justice. plied the latter, indicating the house
" 'Will yo' honer, sur, 'low me to ax from which he had emerged.
you Jos one question?' replied the de-
fendant. 
His companion wondered whether
"debit" was country dialect for a
" 'Go on,' said his honor, square house with green shutters, but
"'I begs your pardonb judge, and I the young man now stopped before a
don't mean no imperdence, but does roadside store with no shutters.
you underetan' de game uf sebben up?'
"Have to see this debit, too," he
"'That has nothing to do with this said, handing the reins to his oomPell-
cese so far as I can see, but go on,
tellow, with your tale. I do under- 
•
ion and disappearing through the front
stand it.' 
door of the house.
"What is your business?" asked the
" sur, me an' die nigger wuz favored pedestrian when the young
Atwo. afmm os.”
er playin' sehben an' wuz six to his ima „Ted,
It was my deal, judge, and he 
begged I looks at my han' an'
(remember I wuz six to his two) I
need the jack, de tea and de trey, so
oh cose I gives, which puts him three.
De rust cyard dis coon leads at me. 
somata agencies, policies and lemma
It also transpired that, in the eyes ofjudge, was de ace of trumps, an' I puts
down my trey. Den next he leeds de
king, an' I gives him my ten spot.
Sure as you born, dat rascal plays out
do queen and ketches up my Jack,
which wuz sholy bad, but at de las'
he flings down de deuce, an' at 44
I couldn't keep still any longer, judge,
and I Hz up an' fetched him or lick
dat knocked him out I hopes par
honor'll be easy on me.'
" "The prisoner stands discharged,'
quoth the magistrate. "Any man who
makes high, low, jack, gift find the
game is one hand deserves to be
killed"
I'
the young man, who was out on a tour
of 'etelleetion, all houses were either
unclassified nondescripts or debits.
He bowed to everYone who pasted
and spoke to almost every one.
"How's your wife to-day, Mt.
Casey?" he would say, and "Ale there,
Finnegan, how's your arm getting
along?" after which remarks he would
turn to his companion and give ex-
tracts from the biography of Casey and
Flameout and their neighbors.
"All Irish hereabouts," he said. "I
had a deuce of a time making them
believe I was Irish. My name is Van
brominger. Whoa, Kitty!"
They stopped before another di.
TOO MANY HAD REMEDIES. "And how are ye, Mrs. Flans ?"
shouted the young man. "Foine day
to-day." He winked at his companion.
"How do yen like the brogue"
"Great," answered the other.
Having ascertained that Mrs. Flan-
A laboring man, with dinner pall be- man wag well, that the "childtber"
side him, sat on the curb at Fifth av- were !Arnie, and that the robust
cube and Madison street the " other health of Flanagan pater showed no
morning, relates the Chicago Inter signs of diminution, the young insur-
Ocean. He was bleeding from the nom, mace man collected all that was due
and a crowd of sympathizers stood on the Flanagan debit and departed
around. There was a crimson pool of with a farewell of the most Hibernian
no small lase between his feet, and a patters
couple of newsboys had suspended The next debit was located on a
business hoping ' the patrol wagon side read, more like the bed of • tor-
would be called. "He's bleedin' to rent than anything else, filled with
.do't', sure," said eae of the kids. Some great rocks, among which Kitty, the
bystander suggested that a cold key mare, struggled with difficulty.
down the back would stop the bleed- "When I drst made the round of
tag, but so one had a key to Spare. these debits." said the agent. "I was
"Why don't he press the vein under sure I could never stand such roads.
the cheek bonier" said another. Then Now they're easy. Whoa, there!"
came a little man whose age and dress A lietie girl emerged from the debit
knowledge. "Get a piece of "Kn5w Just what she'll say," said
lee and put it at the back of his Mel." the young matt. "Mamma says she
was his remedy. "Sure." said a hot, ain't got no meaty for you to-day,"
who quickly returned with the tee. be squealed.
e crowd plated to iiitthe little, man The little girl came to the gate.
mach the sufferer. He clapped the lee "Mamma says she ain't got no money
the patient's neck. The ice stipend for you to-day," she said, while the
and disappeared inside Mr. Nosehisedt Insurance collector grinned a Sherlock
underwear. There was an immediate Holmes grin, and his companion
transformation. "Get out of hare looked duly impressed.
and lem' me alone," he shouted. Then they scrambted down the rocky
and as be &row, with blood on his. road agate and reached the main road
clothes as well as in his eyes, the crowd solely,
including the little man, retreated. The loquacious agent told more 
In force a
per-
rhalle. Don't monkey with nose bleed- b
Just then the patrol wagon came,.anHisd
where be worked caused the hemov-
took the man to a hospital.
condition was serious." said the slue
eat in the furnace room
Ina • " 
cussed the no license leer l
elie result likely to fellow orders for
certain sophisticated voice. And as a
sonal histories of the O'Brien. anti
local manner* and customs; he die-
geon. "Overh
the township; he explained the alco-
ginger ale and birch beer given in a
Hoollhans that peeled; he described
SERMONS FROM PEOPLE. proof of his assertions, he took his
companion into a small bar run by an
affable Irishman.
"Beet ginger ale I ever tasted," said
the stranger, sitting down his empty
beer glass.
The young man and the barkeeper
grinned. Another drink followed, then
another, the last being "set up" by the
friendly beekeeper. After ineffectual
attempts to make tire stranger sample
the delights of a free lunch of bread
evrid. To read human nature, to , and onions or the pleasing effects of
place the right values upon men, tO a pinch of salt in his beer the bar-
keeper bade his two visitors good-by.
"He is i fine athlete," remarked the
agent. "Used to be a pugilist. His
son was offered et8 a week and ex-
penses to go with a dramatic company
and punch the bag, but he refused."
More debits followed. Some pro-
luced five and ten dollar hills; some
procrastinated; some yielded no re-
train of pond. Doveliker also had an sponse to knocks on front, side and
tye Ste tie glass of a microscope, Nice doors,
which reveals mar-veil of beauty ill At the door of one steed a woman.
the dross and mitttnion things It had
a Magnifying power witlela sees the
ruitaculons and beautiful in 4.he com-
monplata lie coottld .ass beauty and
harmony where others only saw turn-
men and discord, because ha read the
hidden meaning in things. Like
Ruskin, be could , see the' marvelous
phlineophy, the 'Divine plan, in the
lowliest object. He could feel the mitted Into %be house.
Divine presence in all created things "Got the cash," he announced, ap-
pearing a few minutes after. "Mt up,
Wanted Money All the Time. Kitty."
A nein was complaining that Mis A few more st-etelres of road
Wife kept Kikinff him for En°11411% .It is brought them to the town. After find-
dollah, a arty or siren a quatab. It trig out all about hotels and trains the
te money. money all of the time," he said. agent's guest left him, with many
"What does she do with all Of the protestatious of gratitude for the drive.
money?" asked an innocent bystander. As he sat In the railroad station be
"D '"n°vI'" tbc"*PlY; -halal smiled In a pleasant manner.
"nobber gib her none yit. 
And None of Them Were Any Good
fcr the Kan Who Was
Bleeding.
IEW YORK PI,LITICS
Where Henry Ward Beecher Got Ma-
terial for Many of His
Discourses.
Wherever he went, Beecher eon.
tinned his study of Me through ob-
servation. Nettling else was half so
interesting, writes Orison Swett Mar-
den, in Success Magazine. To him
man was the greatest studystudygin the
'a
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RAN FOZ (MAYOR.
emphasize the right thing In them, to
be able to disertmlaate between the
genuine and the false, to be able to
pierce their masks and read the real
mall or woman behind them, was an
sccontplistiment *hick he regarded as
oge of a clergyman's greatest weapons.
Like Prof. Ames's, who could see
wondersin the scale Of a bah or •
"Ob."
Then followed much learned talk of
salary and commissions, paid-up in-
AGAINST BUYING OF VOTES
Hearst a Son of Wealth -Wealth .The Force.
ful Ivins—The Nomination of
a Gamblers' Ticket in
Brooklyn.
A second after she spied the yellow
buggy she was not there.
"See her disappear," sahd the insur-
ance man; "she'll have to be quicker
than that to,fool me"
Inquiries at her house elicited the
reply, that the young woman was out.
Further remarks on the part of the
agent, hoWever, caused,him to be ad-
ENV YORK. — 'flat
campaign was
amazing; it has
become amusing.
There really is a
campaign. It was
the dullest in re-
cent times; it has
become red-hot;
strong men weep,
or swear, because
they didn't take
trouble to register.
Nineteen Years
ago three remarkable men ran for
mayor of New York—Abram S.
Hewitt, democrat; Theodore Roose-
velt, republican; Henry George, anti,
poverty. George was in all probability
elected. Hewitt got the count, Roose-
velt was third.
Why do I say George was elected?
Because he was, for one thing. There
is contributory evidence. Hot as was
that camPtittn, the counted vote fell
cif 7,000 from two years before. Two
?Nun later it Jumped up 60,000. Some
11,000 votes got lost in the shuffle.
The election laws were not as good
as now, though now they might ber
better. Suppose Hewitt was really
elected, but by a narrower margin
than the count In that case it was
done by vote us—ot less than 10,000—
cast for him by republicans in terror
lest a campaign of confiscation should
be begun by the gentle-eyed, soft-
spoken philosopher and author.
If George was beaten it was partly
by foul means, partly by a republictin
stampede to such "law and order" as
Tammany furnished after overriding
the excellent Mr. Hewitt Will that
precedent he followed in the case of
William Randolph Hearst? Not so far
as vote-stealing goes. Bat once more
thousands of republicans are going to
vote for McClellan in their fear of
Hearst. Can they beat him? Those
who scan the "straw votes" taken in
shops, factories, offices, railroad yards,
say no. Iliose who watch the work-
ing of the magnificent Tammany ma-
chine; who see the orderly branch-
ing out of power from boss to dis-
Met leaders, from district leaders to
election district captains and from
them to the "workers:" those who
have faith in the preparations to pour
mosey like water into the conflict, say
eay. Take your pick of portents.
"Two hours with an Insurance man,"
An 'Aspiration. he 
thought, "and I'm not a debit"—
Sta.
"Wily do you want to bosom, rich?" Y
"Well," said the somewhat cynical . Prottaleir a Widow.
person. "I'd like to have Ike taeosse and ..were you supprisise when he DM
leisure that would permit as to lonfUrp
people in the slinky of 11101 647..weenal
—WV 
, 
Keney Is of No time.
UT of what use la
money? Of what
use is even or
&Imitation? If
the voters want
to do a tiring they
will do it.
In proportion to
Its size New York
has not a large
corrupt vote It
hasn't the abit.
Many a small city
up-state has five
times ari many bought voters In pro-
portion. All Rhode Island has in pro-
portion ten times as many.
It has always been Tammany pot-
icy to discourage on principle the
wholesale buying of voters. Richard
Croker set his face against it. For
reasona. One was that it wee pre-
posterous to buy votes that he would
be likely to get anyhow and in ordi-
nary years didn't need; another that if
he began vote buying the republicans
In close national elections might learn
to beat him at it; still another that
be knew other uses for a large share
of the great campaign funds, of which
no accounting was ever made. Indi-
rectly Tammany pureness's votes by
employing an army of election work-
ers, by getting men jobs in public
service companies which have an un-
derstanding with the boss and in other
ways. But in out-and-out vote buying
there is nothing like as much at elec-
tions as a close primary will bring
out between two aspirants for the post
of honor and profit of district leader;
such a contest as that between Plunkitt
and The McManus recently. No won-
der that is thought worth fighting for.
An adherent of one of the participants
told me that the Plankitt leadership
was worth $200.000 a year; I think
be had been drinking and law double.
"Dough day," the Monday before
election, Is 6 pictureerpie one in Tam-
many bull. The big chiefs gather In
the wigwam; the district leader's come
with bags and receive cash, so much
for every election district, to distrib-
ute among the workers. There is
never any lack of cash. The system
of the republicans is much the same.
L000. ries canvass for the presidential
nomination was a mere broaching of a
"barrel." Locally, Hearst does represent
the growing demand for municipal
ownership; people will vote for him
who care not who he is but care much
what he represents. His vote will be
one colossal kick against bosses of
both parties; against the exactions of
the Ryan
-Standard Oil city service
corporations; against intolerable po-
lice conditicno In the vote no one
Is going to be able to sort out the
,different strands of strength. D
Hearst is elected the result must be
disappointment. The city is prevented
by its debt limit from going deep into
municipal ownership. If it condemns
doubtful franchises, as in law it ought
to do, it will have a more than four
years' lawsuit on its hands. The
legislature ifl not help Hearst
I have no occasion to repeat a char-
acter sketch of McClellan. The new
feature in the campaign is the force-
ful [vine. He has been a revelation
to even old-timers, and is by far the
most powerful figure'vin the fray. An
s.dmir;:hle speaker, a brilliant scholar,
rich, o.ollonformed, he has made the
In the old days
secretary and "steer-
canval.
Mr.= was private
er" .o Grace, one of the best mayors
New York had before Low. Yeacts ago
loins went ort of politics into money
making a.s a corporation lawyer and
espi:alist. He was concerned in erect-
ing 'he great Park Row building,
tolled for a time the "Ivins Syndicate
bull ling," 82 stories high. He values
men-, for what it will dp. He is not
Wail to spend it. 111:
The Oaadidates.
BARST is as lit-
tle like Henry
'George as one
man can be un-
like another.
George was a
printer who
worked for years
is poverty;
Hearst a spelled
chnd of fortuire
who Hoed a gay
Arguirg Over Hearst.
LL campaign ar-
gument center:,
upon Hearst. Iv-
nightly calls
upon the repub-
licans to. remain
strong in his sup-
port and thus
elect a republican
mayor. Hearst.
be says, has
knocked out Tam-
many; all the
republicans have
to do is to stand firm and cast their
vote. If they had done that in the
Henry George year, be says. Roosevelt
would have been elected. And' so he
would—upon the face of the figures
as they now appear. History might
then have differed somewhat
ilteClellan's spellbinders, with less
ability than !vino but more prospect of
esteems, beg the republicans to come
over and help them elect McClellan
AM a law-and-order last resort against
She wild and woolly. The situation
Ms been complicated by the bad
ticket put up by the Tammany boss,
and especially by Pat MeCarren in
Brooklyn. When Pat did it he thought
the coed was clear to elect anything
be cared to name. No* be wishes he
hadn't, because McClellan will ' loge
votes through the nomination of •
gamblers' ticket almost throughout in
what was the City of Churches.
There's another wrinkle. McClellan
Sallated, It elected, ter run for goverior
next year. That would leave the city
in the hands of the candidate for
president of the board of aldermen, an
unknown man of Johnny Oakley's, the
gas trust man. The unknown would
become mayor by promotion, "Little
Tim" Sullivan would move up to the
presidency of the board of aldermen;
and these two with "Jimmy" ItIdgwer.
the gamblers' eandidate for borough
president of Brooklyn, would control
the board of estimate, which Is to
spend $800,000,000 in four years.
Was ever such a situation dreamed
of outside of a lunatic asylum! Many
repubticang demanded of McClellan,
as a condttion of support, that he
pledge himself to remain mayor four
years if elected.
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR.
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone mid. Old Phone 3o3.
Paducah
Steam Dye Works
hamalli,
If you want e...ur ctothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
Rose 329 South Third Street. I have
the nicest line of samples for tints
in the city. Suits made to order.
The Man Behind Hearst
URPHY'S figure is
behind McClellan;
Ryan's gigantic
figure is behind
MurphO — behind
joins, too, some
say. Who is be-
hind Hearst?
The most re-
markable man in
New York in
many ways is
11.1. Rivers,M. 0.
OFFICE ino NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONES
Residence 29. Office 25!
. r Arthur Brisbane.
He is the son of
Albert Brisbane, the Fourierite phil-
osopher of last mid-century. the friend
of Greeley, the sage of the Brook
Farm socialistic experiment with Rip
ley, Dana. Hawthorne, Margaret Fuller
and other gentle souls. Brisbane rev-
crone's his father's memory and
principles He is an earnest man, a
casuist possibly. He gets $40,000 a
year for writing stuff that his father
paid to have put In the Tribune at ad-
vertising rates. More than $40,000 a
year, in fact; besides his salary be
gets a percentage upon the number
et thousand papers sold. Hearst's pa-
pers ere bought largely for the edi-
torials, many of which Brisbane
writes That is only part of his work.
He invents news policies, Instructs
orators, meets deputations, travels to
Inspect Hearst's papers elsewhere,
does a thousand thing.. He thinks
nothing of sitting down In quieter
three thell theme to prepare editorial*
for a fortnight in advance. Hbvi many
men eau sit at one typewriter pound-
ing oat editorial matter at a speed only
the fastest experts can fellow, slew
while dictating on an entirely caveat
topic to a lighteing operator at another
machine?
Brisbane is 46, medium height, light-
haired, blue-eyed (and says all mem
A. S. DABNEY.
—pENTIST—
Truehart Building.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
'so NORTH FIFTH STREET
at asnard, of genius have blue eyes), smooth.
went,sth• 111 shares (and mys beards are bar- tsr of my own, 07
posed?" California sod edegaled dews la New below), slender but won.. eost.—ffit-Wata.
• "lbs; but he ilie."--Moaakes NAL To! as Idtglogi goer ppot °WM LANODOBI
Both Phones 353
Office hours 8 to to a, in., m to 3
p. M. and 7 to 9 p. M.
Dr- Stampe'r
Dentist.
Office over Lendler & Lydon.
309 Broadway.
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent
aot Fraternity Building.
Old Phone od Red; New Phone
?aducah, Kentucky
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-Law,
Room No. s, Columbia Balding.
Vegetated
Calomel
NEVER GRIPES NOR SAL!
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E.1-J. PURY EA R ,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
New Phone oo.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracng of Titles,
Insurance, Corporation and
Real Estate Law.
7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEYI
dAttorney-at-La VV.
Ronne 73 and 14 Columbia Building,
Old Phone tog.
FLOURNOY & REED
,
LAWYERS
. Rooms To, TT and 12, Columbia Bldg.
PADUCAH, KY.
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
• Dr.
with
Hort hFifth,
1041
B.
Drs. Rivers
Both
Clay,
T.
&
Phone
Old
1-1811
Rivers,
Phone
--
i.e
355.
1641
... Office
Residence
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
h 
.
.. —LAMY E R—
n
: Will practice in all courts el Koos
t
tacky and Illinois.
i
kt D. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
,t
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
e Co., 306 Broadway.
1-
s DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
I-
(Homeopathist)
Office, 306 Broadway—Phone rm.
Residence, lin Broadway.
t Phone to.
1
....—.
_
u Office. phone 251. Residence phone
it
Vernon Blythe
* PHYSICIAN ANCT SINOECtN
•
l
it 
_ __...
474
le
Dr. J.
_
T. GILBERT
H. T. Hessig. M. D,
Residence.
Eighth and Jackson Streets,
Telephone ago.
OR. R. E. HEARN
BROOKHILL BUII DING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
•
Important Changes of Time of Sout
an Railway.
On Friday, December rat, the ,fol
lowing changes in time of Souther 
railway trains will become effective
No, t, now leaving Louisville
7:40 2, in, Will depart at 8 a. m.
No. 9, now leaving Louisville
3:30 os. M., will depart at 3:35 p.
No. 23, now leaving Louisville
7:25 p. a., will depart at 7:z5 p. IT
No. 24, now kaving Lexington
6 p. Tn., will depart at 5:40 p. m.
Nn. 2, now leaving Lexington
5:30 p. m., will depart at 5 p. m.
Correspoixbing changes will b
made at Local stations and pawIl
sere intending to use these train
shouk) consult ticket agents for co
plate 'Information.
C. H. HUNGERFEYRD, D. P. A
Either Way.
He—So your father thought I wan
ed to marry you for your mono
What did you say!
She—I pereueded him that y
didn't, and then lie said in that cai
you hadn't any sense.--Ctureell'e.
Friendly Pets.
Rodrick—They say Cholly Goodfell
Is very popular around town.
Nan Albert—i should say KO. Wh
be wears out two coats a month Jo
from people slapping him on the bac
—Chicago Sun.
1111.11111111111111allataindMail62
No Mistake.
Bachelor—Yon made. staidly error in
soegratslattai the bride's) father in-
stead of the groom.
likenedlet—illo, Inert. I've a WWI-
OSTEn P VIM PHYS14.1IAN
Phone ig6 1-41 Dreattatty,
PADUCAH. K1.
Rot Sir 18•.'he given whin id,
,•• -to
41• 
_  
1
DOES THAT COUGH KELP
YOU AWAKE NIGHTS?
Rexall Cherry Juce Cough
Syrup.
IS GUARANTEED TO CURE IT.
IF IT DOES NOT, YOUR MONEY'
IS CHEERFULLY REFUNDED.
THE MIND CANNOT CON-
CEEVT A FREEER PROVOST-
TION
PRICE 25c AND 5oc
MTHRSONS
DRUG STORE.
THE REXALL STORE.
Tuesday Morning Dec. 5, teos.
LOCAL NEWS
Mrs. E.. L. Whitesides, osteopath,
6oga, Broadway. Phones, Old. i434
and New 761.
Miss Runge, public stenographer,
%limey House.
'Blue Points at Ragan's Cafe today,
1. cent each. -Oki 'phone ooti-red.
—Mr. George Robertson, the ice
Irian, write*, frees the wiltitof Ar-
kansas that behag-I:Med- us: tear
Since being t'here On this winter's
—A stnange negro fell In a &t at
Sixth and Clark streets Sunday morn
ing and came near being run over by
. paksing vAieletit he Alertly cattle
tc and went on none the worse for
wear.
—The fast flyer the I. C. will put
on from Chicago to Naehville, will
pot come through this city, but will
ge by way of Mattoon, Ill., Evans-
ville, Ind., and through Princeton.
—The 3-months-old child of Mag-
gie Stanley, colored, died of strong-
viation Sunday at the arrnily home
on Plunkett Hill.
--Mr and Mrs. George Gardner,
of South Sixth street, have a new day on private business and announc
girl baby. l',g7111111' ed that 'he would run for congrees in
—Carl Housemo TT, Of 13.13 North aksa &atrial.
13th street, died Sunday of dropsy. Mr. V. Oltriss has 4signed his
and was buried yesterday at the place on the News-Democrat and yes
fib wily cemetery in the county. He
-'left two brothers and one sister, one
of the former being Mir. Thomas
Houseman, with whom he re-sided.
---County clerk-elect -Hiram Smed-
ley was yesterday morning at I
o'cleck attacked with acute indiges-
tion at his home on South 40, and
for a while was unconecious, but this
morning at a o'clock was resting well
and much better
Masonic Notice.
Plain City Lodge No. 44e, F. aisti
A. M., will meet tonight at 7:30 in
stated communication. All Master
Masons invited to attend. Visitors
; -vvekome.
ABOUT PEOPLE
GEO. 0. IN'GRAlif, Master.
FRED ROTH, Soc'y.
SELECT CHANCES
MAYOR YEISER HAS CALLED
ALL OFFICIALS TO MEET
TONIGHT.
The Conference et Lexington Will
Probably Be Held Next Friday
by Delegates
— --
Mayor Yeiser yesterday issued a
ior a meeting this evening by the
councilmen and aldermen, and also
the counicilmeirelect and aldermen-
elect, latter of v.-hoin take their seats
the first 'regular meeting night next
'month. The gathering this evening
will be as a committee of the whole,
for th-e purpose of deciding what
changes there act desired in the char-
ter governing cities of the second
class, which includes Paducah.
Yesterday Mayor Yeiser received a
letter from Mayor Coombs, of Lex-
ington, wherein the latter stated that
inasmuch as the 22nd Miaow did not
suit the Paducah mayor for the con-
ference of second class city dele-
gates, that December 8th would be
suggested. This latter date suits
Mayor Yeiter all right and arranim-
mints will be Made to send local rep
resentatives to the gathering that will
be held an the Phoenix hotel of Lex-
ington. .At tonight's gatheelat the 'present
%legislative officials an* those coming
into office.adter the frra of the. year,
4 will determine what chijeiges they
think should be filmic iuse second
class charter regarding rntnent
oai this class of muiticipali s. These
desired aiterations will the placed
pessession of 'whoever ehosen
te the Padlicah delegate t the Lex-
ington conference that wilt be par-
ticipated in by delegatest am the
other second class cities, xington,
Newport and Covirattnn. They will
be laid before the jo}nt conference,
as will those new Ms • wanted by
other towns, and. agreements reached
about all of flgiretn.
Mayor Coombe wrote that he
would leave Lexington next Sunday
to be gone two weeks he East, there-
'fore the conference would have to be
field either on the Rth or postponed
until his return.
Board Tonight..
• This evening the school board
hold% it regular monthly meeting it
the Waehington building on West
Tirqadway.
Airs. Joks•huii Griffith, of Owensboro,
returned hosiil. yesterday after visit-
ing Mrs. ReEry Weil.
Mr. Frank Unity and wife yester-
day went to visit in Madisonville,
Ky.. before going to Colorado to re-
side.
Mr. Carle- McClain returnal to
OwenSborio e sttrday after visiting
his father, M. J. R. McClain, the
ccal collector.
Mr. Julius Sanders has returned
from visiting ii Mayfield.
Mr. C. M. Rudd has -returned from
an Eastern- trip.
Ms. John Isteman an daughter
have returned from visiting in Mem-
phis.
Miss Fannie Pendley yesterday re-
turned from vi.iiting her sister, Miss
Floyd Pend-ley. who is attending
Ward's seminary at Niashville.
Miss A . D. Subiette, of Ballard
county; is visiti-g her niece, Mrs. W.
W. NVilkinsor Clay street. Miss
Sublette is su• 't•ndent of the pub
Ii 1.a...ard county.
Fr Chief James Wood, and prob-
ably the fire 47Ptirtietniomeet:snrill go
to Joppa, Ill., Friday to see a gaso-
line fire, engine wc- k, a concern bai
r
ataesetd'one 'titat city, 7.1,
Captain A., Y Northern, of Siriith
land. was here Sunday en route to
Florida to spend the winter with his
d trughter, Mrs. Charles Leffler. The
former is 85,years old and tree of the
widest known of retired rivermen.
Mr., hint) R. Brown, of Brownfield,
Ilia has. gone home after stopping
over here a few days with his broth-
er, Mr. George Brown, of the Pitts-
burg Ccial - company. The former
had been to Missouri on a hunt.
Lawyer Charles Grasslam yester-
day went to Smithland to attend the
circuit court which is in session there.
M. Harry Evans, of the Independ-
ent Telephone company, hes gone to
Covington, Ky., to attend the State
Federation of Labor meeting as the
delegate from local unions. He is
ar electrician.
State Senator J. Campbell Cantrill,
of Georgetown, Ky., was here yester
torday returned to hie home rn
Springfietd, Mo.- ja
Mr. James Lc is in Louis-
Mr. Buck M from Ed-
ilk.
ville on business.
Rev. W. P. Hamilton, of the
Woodville Methodist church, was in
the city last night en route to Mem-
phis. Tenn., for ta gape*.
Mr. Jesse Leleg ::sister, Miss
Florence Loeb, returned last even-
ing from New York where they land
ed last week en route beck home
from a five months' tour of Europe.
Mr. Herbert Hoover, the typewrit-
er man, hassreturned from a several
days' business trill to Tennessee-
Hon. John Hendrick is in Smith-
land attending ciactUt court which
convened there yesterday.
Mir Charles Sisk, the gunsmith,
has returned front Cairo where he
went and openeeMha big safe in the
branch establishment" of Ben Micheal
who had lost the combination and
could not get inside. The gunsmith
opened it aktight, but after consider-
able vestk.
Mrs.. W. C. lartagsiner and daughttr
Gladys- were *eke • yesterday from
Princeton and tteparing to go to
Philadelphia for specialists' treatment
for eyes of the child, who id the
daughtet of Supervisor Wagoner, of
the Louisville division for the I. C.
'Mks. Frank L. Scott and 1614
Helen 'Lowery' yesterday went to
Mineral Well near Etkayville,•to vieit
Mrs. George Catlett.
Miss Mettle Brown yesterday went
o Solithlancil to attend court as
eetraPher.
1Mr. George Powell went to Bowl-
ing Green yeeteday.
.Miss Myrtle Duncan is in New
Providence, Ky., visiting her parents.
Miss Mac Davis is in Mayfield
to atiend the wedding tornorros
mnrrutig at so o'clock at the Cum-
berland Presbyterian church, of Miss
Grace Smith of there, and Mr. Drake
Hyde, of Nashville. Tenn.. Tomor-
row at noon the couple come here
and will be guests of Miss Davis
until 2 o'clock in the afternoon, when
they go on to Nashville to reside.
Female Arrested.
Hattie Prewitt, colored, was Trick-
ed qp by Officers Johnion and Rog-
ers twt the charge of being drunk and
disorderly. J. C. Crueliff was arrest-
ed on the same charge, while George
L.eeper, colored, was, charged , with
plain drupicenness. He was arrested
by Patrolmen Johnson and Rogers.
Theft Charged.
Floyd Smith, colored, was arrested
on the charge of stealing $3 from
Jame, Collins, colored, at the Pal-
mer transfer stable on Jefferson be-
tween Fourth and Fifth greets,
where both are employed.
Retail Merchants.
Retail Merchants Association holds
its monthly meeting tomorrow even-
ing at their loll on South Fourth.
FOR RENTT—Tbrea rooms on
around floor for housekeeping, one
square of_pottoffice . Address "R. J.
" this office
ago a e ate now
comiected with an electric, ritavity.
POPULAR WANTS'
LOST or strayed—Brown Sthetland
pony, with tail and mane cropped.
Finder return to Rev. Cave, 217
North Seventh street, and be reward-
ed.
FOR RENT--Six-ropm cottage,
No. 1623 Broadway. Apply at Reg-
ister office,
WANTED—Boys with wheels. Ap-
ply at once at Western Union Tele-
graph office, 209 Broadway.
We have 'em to sell—You want
'ern-5-A Plush Robes, $2.50 to $1o.
Powell-Rogers Co.
WANTED—Boarders at 1311
Broadway. Mrs. Myrtle Atkinson.
OPERATED ON
IMISS LIZZLE SINGLETON CON-
FINED AT THE HOSPITAL. , 
Delegation Report Excellent Confer-
Mite at Chicago—School Board
Meets Tonight. a
Miss Lizzie Singleton, the wait
known teacher of the public school*
is confined in a private ward at Riveg
side hospital, in gene a serious coo
dition, A:1;dt of an operation pet,
formed' ' here yesterday. Shit
teaches tge 'fifth grade at the Lee
building, and during her absence the
students are in charge-of prof. Samina
J. Billington superintendent of Ufa
county public schools, who is acting
Pas substitute, account no other being
available for the room.
Miss Flora MeGee, teacher of the
third grade aterhe Jefferson building,
was out of school yesterday, and
her room is bring filled by Miss Elsie
Hoewischer, one of the high school
students in the. calet class. Mice Mc-
Gee is slightly ailing.
Back From Chicago.
Prof. Payne and Woodbury and
Miss' Ada Brazelton ovine in that
peaces yesterday morning at the
Washington, building, having re-
turned from Chicago where they at-
tended the meeting of the science and
art teachers irons over the country.
A very large attendance was there
and the Paducah educators gleaned
much valuable knowitedtge during the
Conference, regarding the different
scientific teachings, etc. Wihile there
the two gentlemen professors at-
tended the big football game be-
tween the University of Chicago,
and the University of Michigan, .it
being potted off Thanksgiving ditt .
They report it one of the greatest
exhibitions of sport eyer witnessed,
theeriands of enthusiasts being ,out
for the contest.
Education 
Di 
Association.
The First strIct 
E:
dkbcational:'
al if_
sociation at Murray decided to d
its next annual session at Pritneton.
During the Murray gathering Prof.
S. J. Billington was elected secre-
tary, he being county superintendent
of MkCesicken's public schools,
Jloseph S. Ragsdale was elected
dent, he being connected with
Paducah city schools.
BANK TAXES
the
CONFERENCE BEING ARRANG
ED WITH CITY FINANCE
COMMITTEE
Bank Officials Claim They Are Dis-
criminated Against When Com-
pered to National Banks.
Shortly a conference Ur to be held
between the finance committee of the
city legirdative boards and the presi
dente of the state banks doing busi-
ness -here, looking towards reaching
some agreement regarding the assess-
ment of state bank property for mu-
nicipal tax purposes. The request
for this conaerence was made by the
state bank officials to the council at
lam night's. meeting of the tatter
board, and it was ordered held. This
order will he ratified at Thursday -
night's session of the aldermen.
The local banks affected are the
Citizens Savings bank, Globe Bank
and Trust company, Paducah Bank-
ing company and Mechanics' and
Farmers' Savings bank. Its their
communication to the council the of-
ficials of those financial institutions
stated that the commonwealth laws
providing for taxing property of the
state banks did not deal leniently as
the fans did with the national institu-
tions when it came to taxing them
for city purposes. They claim the
state banks, are taxed on their capi-
tal stock, surplos deposits, undivid-
ed profits and other things, in a man
net calculated upon as being an im-
position.
Nite state banks have not been ful-
ly taxed, for this year, and at this
coming:Con4erence that will be held
some tittle next week, the hanks want
to eee if something cannot he avoymp
fished looking tcrwarde the relief
which they claim they are entitled to.
The bank taxation is'at big and im-
portant item here and the finance
committee will thorongitly cameos
the situation before making .yree-
ormnendatioo to the full' ,lelatlre
botiolk.
/
OL ON FURNITUR[
FF OFF
SALE ON DEC. 4TH-FOR 20 DAYS.
To reduce our stock for January 1, 1906, stock taking, we offer our
entire MAMMOTH STOCK at this 20 PER. CENT DISCOUNT saving
for DECEEBER BUYERS. Our complete, choice stock, cheap, medium
and high grade, IS ON SALL.
Furnish Your Home and Buy Your Holiday Gifts Now
20 PER CENT DISCOUNT from our popular low prices should BRING
YOUR 1TRONAGE TO VS
Don't Miss this Rare Opportunity.
Early buyers will have an unbroken stock from which to select. Holiday
presents put alas for timely delivery.
20 Per Cent Discount From Regular Prices.
aducah furniture Manufacturing Co.
Salesrqoms 114-116, 207-213 South Third Street.
Rudy, phillips & Co.
219-223 BROADWAY
57 Heinz 57
Fifty-seven Varieties
Free Demonstration
December 5-9 Deicember 5-9
FOR ONE WEEK, BEGINNING TUESDAY, DECEMBER sTH, A
FREE EXHIBITION Cf HEINZ'S FIFTY-SEVEN VARIETIES
WILL BE GIVEN ON OUR THIRD FLOOR THIS DENIONSTRA-
TION IS IN CHARGE OF ONE OF HEINZ'S WORLD'S FAIR
DECMOINISTRATORS ACCOMPANIED BY HER ASSISTANT'S, WHO
WILL TAKE PLEASURE IN SERVING ALL LADIES, TO WHOM
A CORDIAL INVITATION IS EXTENDED TO CALL
RUDY, PHILLIPS& CO
THE RIVERS
'Aare gets out for the city of
Cairo this morning at 8 o'clock the
steamer Dick Fowler. She comes
back again tonigtht.
The steamer Clyde comes out of
Tennessee river this morning and re•
mains until, 5 o'clock tomorrow after-
noon before getting out on 'her re-
torn trip.
-The Peters LLee panted down Sian
day night bound for Memphis from
Cincionati. She leaves the Bluff City
tomorrow afternoon on her retnen
this way for the Queen City.
The Rees Lee gets to Cineirmati
today and leaves there tomorrow af-
ternoon when she pulls out on her re
torn this way for Memphis.
her trade between here and Nash-
(here trade between here and MIA-
rillt and left yesterday fee that city.
She displaces the Bob Dudley which
will run oust of Nosirville towards the
head waters of the Ctratherland.
The City of Saltifla peeved up lest'
el-ening bound from St. Louis to the
Tennessee river.
The City of Savannah passed out
of the Tennessee river yesterday en
rou'e back to St. Lout..
The Joe Fowler
ville yesterday and
morrow.
Today's boat in
Oat is the Jolla S.
iiift for Evans-
Vornetio back to-
the R•vancville
11.csplene she get-
hag otst
rival here.
This word iS from Cincinnati: Mas-
ters and pilots i e hereby notified of
the followingnate% of Fghts on
Ohio river: 1L. 430 CettOriSVOOd Bar
No. a, /nova, holm 300 yarda; liaa
down 427=, No. 423 Old Waits
429 'Cat Ear, No. z, moved,
Crossing, etteireal down Poo yards.
Stages Yesterday.
Cairo, 23,5, 5.5 .rising.
Chattanooga, 6.6, 5.o rising.
Cincinnati, 3j., 8. 1 rising.
Evarraville, 28.6, 7.1 rising.
Florence, Missing.
Johnsonville, 2.7, 0.9 rising,
'Mlt. Cannot 12.6, s.3 rising.
d42.stryille, Teo, 4.4 rising.
Pittsburg, 23.1, t s.6 ripe, now fall-
ing.
riavis Ieland Darn, 22.5, 10.0 rise,
minx folk*.
St. Louts, 10.3,'O.5 falling.
t Int. Vernon. 26.3, 7.3 riSing. .
' Paducah, 18.3, 2.3 r i Sing.
Bernside, 22.2, rising.
,Carthage, 14.7, rising.
eral hours after her an
Church Bazaar.
E.awities, wait for the Christian
dame* bazaar to buy yotir aprons,
kimonos, fancy articles of all kind*
for iChtistmisa. .Sorne beautiful and
useful articles will be for sale, also
the finest of cakes, candies, etc. Don't
luratt the date, I th, 12th and ,t3th
tif this stoafh, ,• at sto Broadway,
.adierti gltirtfflcd now is.
:nye
°Mimi
II 11. • ,
,ILEI„
Come in
- •••,,
and lookeround. We
are proutdof our aback,
of pigmies and like to
shourthern. WO can
save.you time, money
and anxiety.
!kin
329-531 ?worth A
/
W. T. ELVIS & BROTHER
520 'Broadway.
FOR SALE OR RENT—Ren-
dente, P37 Jefferscrn street, corset
initk PoRsesoinri given December 4.
Apply to Whitterrore.
5. 4 1
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